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This final technical summary discusses the results of feasibility studies
of two novel H2-O 2 fuel cell concepts conducted under National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Contract NAS 7-529. This work was administered under the
direction of NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.; Mr. Ernst Cohn was the Project
Engineer for this program.
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ABSTRACT
Two process concepts were examined to determine if decoupling the limit-
ing cathodic process into its own reaction space could result in increased hydrogen-
oxygen fuel cell efficiency and result in enhanced specific power. Although de-
coupling was successful with slurry catalyst and mediator systems, the antici-
pated performance improvements were not obtained.
Analysis of the slurry systems indicated that the moving bed concept
introduced excessive parasitic pumping losses which significantly reduced power
density and efficiency even under "idealized" conditions. The mechanical slurry
system gave somewhat better results, yielding a specific power of 25 ib/kw. How-
ever, the overall efficiency was 53 percent, significantly below that of comparable
conventional systems.
Work on the mediator concept indicated that the stack had good current
capability, but the scrubber regenerator introduced a significant weight debit.
Even with projected system improvements the best specific power obtained (500 ib/kw)
is at least an order of magnitude poorer than conventional systems.
Detailed conclusions and recormnendations are presented in Section V,






















Hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell systems provide the highest power density
configurations of all the present-generation fuel cell systems. However, signifi-
cant improvements in power density and simplicity are required for increased mission
capability and more extensive aerospace applications. Although further improvements
can be expected when advanced laboratory electrodes are incorporated into existing
systems, significant improvements will require new systems concepts if really light-
weight power packages are to be obtained. This is due to the fact that all of the
existing systems depend upon interface-maintaining or controlling electrodes which
allow only a single reaction space in which to conduct many simultaneous physical
and chemical reactions. All of these required reactions cannot be optimized in a
single electrode geometry. Furthermore, the widely differing reactivities of the
hydrogen anode (i o=I ma/cm 2) and oxygen cathode (i o = 5 x 10-8 ma/cm2) would preclude
the use of identical reaction geometry (as with present cells) without wasting the
hydrogen anode capability. Thus decoupling (segregating) the limiting cathodic
process into its own optimized reaction space offers a potential route to improved
power density and efficiency.
Two process concepts have been devised to obtain the desired electrode
decoupling. The first uses a circulating (cathode) catalyst slurry (coupled with
a conventional anode) to transport oxygen from an optimized regenerator-absorber
to the fuel cell stack,which performs only the non-limiting current collection and
ion discharge functions. Thus, the "oxidized" catalyst serves as a pseudo-oxygen
transport mediator. The second concept attempts to match the intrinsic reactivity
of the anode through the use of an electrolyte soluble, oxygen regenerable redox
couple with an io value equal to or greater than that of hydrogen. In this latter
system, oxygen absorption in the regenerator-absorber is expedited due to the
"instantaneous" reaction of the oxygen and the reduced mediator couple. The oxygena-
ted couple is readily reduced at the fuel cell cathode, using a variety of catalysts,
including platinum, gold and mercury.
This report discusses an engineering analysis program which was conducted
to evaluate the technical feasibility of the moving bed and mediator hydrogen-oxygen
fuel cell conceptual designs. The analysis of each system was conducted in two
phases. In the first phase, the current collector space was analyzed to determine
if the projected power density could lead to a practical system with enhanced per-
formance. This was followed by a mass transport analysis of the regenerator-absorber
unit (where indicated), and the polished conceptual designs were simulated using
IBM 7094 and Quicktran 2 computers to determine optimum configurations and specific
power (ib/kw). Details of this analysis are summarized in the following sections.
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SECTION II
MOVING BED CATHODE FUEL CELL
As a result of previous analyses (I, 2), the first phase of this program
was directed towards decoupling the anode from the diffusion limited cathode using
a moving catalyst bed as the oxygen-charge carrier. The object of this analysis
was to determine the feasibility of this approach to segregating the limiting (dif-
fusion) step into its own optimized reaction space without introducing a systems
imbalance. The concept of a moving catalyst bed is a direct offshoot of catalyst
screening studies, where it is used to evaluate catalysts independent of the com-
plicating factors of electrode structure or diffusion.
Figure i is a schematic of the moving bed cathode fuel cell concept used
in this study. Starting at the gas-liquid hydrocyclone separator, the charged
catalyst slurry is pumped into the electrode chamber where it impacts a_ainst the
current collector screen. The contact resistance is assumed to be zero so that each
contact results in a complete discharge of the particle to the collector grid po-
tential. Since interparticle electron transfer is assumed to be negligible, the dis-
charged particles leave the collector (cathode) space at a polarization _e" The
number of collector stares required is dictated by the fraction discharged per pass
Xout/Xin and the hydrodynamic contact effectiveness, _t. The discharged slurry is
pumped into the oxygen regenerator-absorber. The catalyst particle resides in the
regenerator-absorber for a time @r sufficiently long to return to the charged cata-
lyst polarization _ through reaction with absorbed oxygen. This reaction serves to
recharge the catalyst particle. Oxygen is injected into the regenerator-absorber
co-currently to maintain the artificial "g" field induced by the slurry pump and
hydrocyclone°
The anode system used in this conceptual design is a conventional interface
_aintaining hydrogen electrode backed by an asbestos matrix or "wettable" felt
structure.
From the foregoing system description, one notes that the success of the
moving bed cathode depends upon current collection efficiency (_, contactor
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Part a - Current Collection Model
Current collection in the moving bed cathode fuel cell is accomplished by
impaction on a collection grid. The effectiveness of this collection process depends
upon a number of hydrodynamic and electrochemical factors. Figure 2 shows a
schematic of the current collector space showing a differential collector volume,
dx, dy, dz, containing a unit collector surface ds. This collector surface is made
up of a uniform distribution of grid stages perpendicular to the direction of slurry
flow. The slurry containing z gms of catalyst/cm 3 enters at the bottom of the cell
with velocity v cm/sec. If one assumes that:
Collector screen grid can be approximated by a standard screen
grid with a uniform distribution of collector surface per unit
volume, and can be treated as discrete collection stages.
Streamline flow exists on the leading edge of the collector but
boundary layer separation is sufficient to product a "well mixed"
system down-stream from a grid stage.
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• Each contact of a catalyst particle and the grid results in a complete discharge
to grid potential.
• Wall effects and inter-particle contact can be neglected, since impaction ef-
ficiency is low even when designed into the systems.
• The effect of velocity vector and energy distribution is incorporated in the con-
tact efficiency term _ (Blodgett and Langmuir(3)).








qx' qy q = Coulombic Flux,
' z Coulombs/cm 2 sec
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The ¢oulombic flux entering a stage i_
qz = (_e- _) c v z X cpulo_bScm2sec (i)
where Re is electrode polarization, _ is polarization of the relaxed catalyst, c
is capacitance, farads/gm, v is velocity, cm/sec, Z is catalyst concentration,
gm/cm _ and X is the fraction of charged material (gms charged/gm catalyst).






























and the charge entering the stage z collector wires is given by Equation 3,
-dq z
qx = d----_= v ds z (_e-_) c _i_ (3)
where _t is the hydrodynamic contacting efficiency which will be discussed later.
A simple material balance across the element dx, dy, dz, yields,
dX
V ds z (_e-_) c_'tX = -(_e-r_ ) c vz d--z (4)
dX
x_ t ds =- da
Since da=dx'dv and Af = ds/da (collection area per unit cross-section per stage)
Equation 4a _ecomes,
(4a)






Integration of Equation 4b (B.C. z = o,X = Xin) yields,
X (z) = Xin exp - Af_tZ.
Returning to Equation 3, the current collected per stage is,
dl
dNda = v Af da Z (_e- _ X (z) c_t ,
where N is the number oi collector stages in the cathode space,









Inserting Equation 5 into Equation 6a and integrating results in the following
equation for the current collection space:
I (amps)= QZ (He-_) X.ln [l-exp_Af_t_ (7)
where N is the total number of collector stages in the cathode space. This can be
shown to depend upon collection per pass (Xin/Xout) and the contact efficiency (N =
I in Xin/Xout). Thus the total current delivered to the collector grid will
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dependupon: (i) the fraction collected, (2) the residence time in the regenerator
((_e-_)term), and (3) systemhydrodynamics(Q,_t).
Theelectrolyte slurry flow in the cathodespacecontrols both the total
numberof coulombsdelivered to the cell and the collection efficiency. While re-
siding in this collector spacethe catalyst-slurry encountersa series of cylindri-
cal collector wires or obstacles. Whenthe catalyst laden electrolyte impingeson
the screenwires, the fluid phasewill be deflected aroundthe wire, while the
particles will impact on the screendue to their muchhigher density andhencein-
creasedinertia. Of course, the higher the incident velocity, the moreeffective is
the current collection. After impaction, the wires are "cleaned" of discharged
particles by subsequentimpactions. Figure 3 illustrates the conceptsof inertial
impaction (4, 5, 6). Thecollection problemreducesto calculating what fraction of
the incident particles in the volumevds actually impingeuponthe collector
surface. Fortunately, this relationship can be readily derived for cylindric_l col-
lector geometry(3, 4, 7) from classical hydrodynamicsif oneassumespotential
flow. In this analysis (Langmuir)the trajectories of individual particles are
calculated to determine the target efficiency. Therelationships derived from
potential flow should also hold if the flow around the collector body is turbulent,
since conditions upstreamof the obstacle shouldapproachpotential flow and these
latter conditions dictate the incident particle velocity. However,collector wires








i Therefore, the hydrodynamic analysis of Langmuir and Blodgett* can be
I used to predict collection efficiency (_t)" This analysis indicated that collec-
tion efficiency could be calculated using two dimensionless groups; K, the dimension-
less range parameter and _, the Stokes Law parameter. Thus,
I 2 _sa2V 18 _L2_V
_t = f(K,q) = f (9_ ' /_s ) or
I 2_sa2V 18_ L _v
7' 7>s
I where/_ is the electrolyte viscosity and _ is the diameter of the wire. For a cylin-
drical collector wire, the analysis leads to the following equations:
I Stokes Law Re$ion_= o
I _t = 0.466 (LoglO8K) 2 0.125 _< K<I.I (8)
_t = K/(K + _T/2) i.i _ K
I (8a)For Hisher Values of
i Ko= (K ) +_S
2 (9)
_t = 0.466 (LOgl08Ko) 0.125 _< K ° < i.i
I _t = Ko/(Ko + He) l.l<K (9a)
where
He =? for _t _ 0.5 (9b)




where C_ is the drag coefficient. Detailed curves of target efficiency may be found
in reference (5). Fortunately, the explicit form of the solution can be used in
this analysis, since _ ranges from 0 to 0.05, where Stokes Law applies. Figure 4
is a plot of calculated target efficiencies as a function of electrolyte flow rate
and catalyst particle diameters. Additional target efficiency figures can be found
in Appendix III (5, 6, 7). Since flow rates in excess of 200 cm3/sec are not
practical in real collector configurations, and normal platinum agglomerates are
smaller than 30 microns (even in 50% KOH), it is evident that we are limited to very
low target efficiencies.












EFFECT OF ELECTROLYTE FLOW ON CONTACT EFFICIENCY
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The mechanical slurry discussed in the next section (III) yields_values
ranging from 0 to i0, again allowing use of Stokes law approximation. However, the
radial velocity is significantly higher and practical contact efficiencies are
obtainable.
Part b - Resenerator-Absorber System
The regenerator-abosrber unit associated with the moving bed cathode per-
forms two functions. It provides the required oxygen transport volume wnd gives
sufficient hold-up time to allow the catalyst particles to return to their equilibrium
polarization (_). Thus, the minimum volume system depends primarily on regeneration
time. The current generated in this process serves only to charge the double layer
capacitance of the particle. As the oxidation reaction proceeds, the particle




where @ is time (sec), i is the current density, amps/gm catalyst, and C is the
capacitance in Farads/gm of catalyst. Substituting the Tafel equation,
i
•i . _ o exp _/s
iL-i iL (ii)
i = io exp _/s (lla)
(i + io/i L (exp _/s))
(equation lla) into equation i0 yields
i i
O O
e -_/s d_ +_L dN =---c d@ (12)
where iL is the diffusion limit (amps/gm of catalyst). Integration between _e
(collector polarization) and _ (particle equilibrium polarization) from time 0 to
@r yields the desired equation for the minimum regenerator residence time @r'
assuming of course that gas film diffusion is not controlling.
@ = -- xp - exp - .--- (_-_)
r i° lL
(13)
As (_- _e) gets small, the second term in Equation 13 becomes unimportant so that in
most cases:
@r = i7 exp - exp (13a)
The minimum volume (Us) in the regenerator occuoied by the catalyst slurry is U s = Q@r_t,
while the minimum regenerator volume (and hence, weight) is U s (i + 0.08 A R I/Q),
where A is the ratio of actual to stoichiometer air rates.
r
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Part c - Application to Systems Evaluation
Using the model developed in part a and b, it is now possible to evaluate
the overall systems concept. Two alternate evaluation procedures are possible.
Equation 13 or 13a could be used to develop a mathematical relationship for _-_)c
for use in Equation 2* or alternately,_, _e could be selected and the regenerator
residence time calculated using Equations 13 or 13a. In view of the potential target
efficiency problems discussed in part a, the latter route was selected for the
initial analysis in order to determine if flow conditions could be established (in-
dependent of regenerator-absorber weight considerations) which could yield usable
target efficiencies. This approach was justified, since practical regenerator con-
figurations should not introduce significant power losses, and this unit was not the
performance limiting element. The equations used to evaluate the parasitic power re-
quirements of this system are summarized in Appendix II-l.
Analysis of the current collection system was the prime objective of our
initial computer analysis. Details of this analysis are summarized in Appendix II-i
and II-3, and the selected cell design parameters (corresponding to a 9" x 5-3/4"
cell) are listed in Table i. An operating temperature of IO0°C was assumed, since
experimental data on capacitance and viscosity were available at this temperature.
Furthermore, at this temperature, system performance would be expected to be
maximized.
TABLE i













Height: 14 em |
Cathode Chamber Thickness: 0.20 cm IGrid Sizes: 20 and 50 meshTarget Efficiency (Assumed) 0.05 to 1.0
Width: 24 cm
Matrix Thickness: 0.05 cm
Electrolyte Flow: 10-300 cm3/sec
Cathode Catalyst Loading: 0.1-0.4 gm/cm 3
Electrolyte
50% KOH Temperature: 100°C
Matrix Resistivity (1) 0.15 ohm- cm 2 Electrolyte Conductivity 0.278 ohm -I cm -I
(I) Matrices reported with values as low as 0.06 are possible. However, above
value is typical.
Analysis of this system by computer indicates that target efficiency
critically determines cell performance. This is illustrated in Figures 5 and 6 for
a catalyst loading of 0. i gm/cm3. Note that the maximum power density decreases from
*Using approach number one, Equation 7 could be written as:
-- o______r+ __o (Q- qe ) exp (7b)
s c iL
For development of this equation see Section III.
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Figure 5
Effect of Target Efficiency on Cell Performance
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90 watts/ft 2 at _t = i to 30 w/ft 2 at _t = 0. I and 18 w/ft 2 at #t = 0.05. Even i
at the maximum target efficiency, the power density obtained with this (0. i gm Pt/cm3)
system was well below what is currently available in conventional H2-O 2 fuel cells.
Increasing platinum loading (Figure 7) to 0.2 and 0.4 gms/cm3 does improve power E
capability somewhat. However, at 0.9 volts/cell the effect is seen to be quite small
(144 vs 90). Allowing the voltage to drop to 0.85 volts per cell increases the power
density to 186 w/ft2, i
Figure 7
Performance of Moving Bed Cell I
125 i i ' _ I i
0.70 Hz : o._ _..__
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i
z
I / -/-- 0.90 II
• .... 0.95 i
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Electrolyte Flow, cm3/sec I
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TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF POWER DENSITIES OF
MOVING BED AND CONVENTIONAL CATHODES
Moving Bed ( _t = 1.0)
Cyanamid AB40 Cathode (1)















AB40 tests with special matrix, all others
based on matrix resistivity at 0.15 ohm cm2.
A comparison of these power densities with those available with present
generation interface-maintaining electrodes (Table 2) indicates that even under the
best conditions, the moving bed cathode is poorer than current cathode structures.
Furthermore, if the real contact efficiency data (Figure 4 and Appendix 11-5, 6, 7)
are included, the system will turn out to be a net power consumer, since catalyst
agglomerate size rarely exceeds 30 microns. Positive power output is not obtained
until agglomerate sizes reach 80-100 microns (See Table 3). Consequently, the moving
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SLURRY CATHODE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
(MECHANICAL AGITATOR)
The moving bed fuel cell conceptual design failed to provide the anticipated
power density improvements because the slurry flow rates required to provide high
currents and useful target efficiencies introduced excessive parasitic power losses
even at unrealistically high catalyst agglomerate sizes. Furthermore, moving the
catalyst into a separate regenerator space introduced a significant "dead time"
which further limited performance, increased catalyst requirements, and increased
system weight. The slurry cathode conceptual design circumvents these problems by
providing a high (radial) velocity for collector impaction and charge transfer, while
retaining the catalyst in the cell reaction volume for regeneration. Unfortunately,
this system has one disadvantage in that complete decoupling of anode and cathode is
not possible. However, substantial geometric decoupling is obtained.
The mechanical slurry system shown schematically in Figure 8 resembles the
moving bed cathode in that it also uses a suspended catalyst as the "oxygen transfer
agent". However, it differs in that the catalyst particles never leave the cell
proper since regeneration occurs in the bulk electrolyte. Thus_ the slurried cata-
lyst reacts with dissolved oxygen in the electrolyte to charge the catalyst particle.
The charged slurry is picked up by the impeller and "pumped" against the collector
screen where it is discharged and returned to the bulk slurry for regeneration. This
configuration reduces the residence time between strikes so that the charge trans-
ferred per strike is reduced. However, the number of effective strikes per unit
time more than compensates for this. Furthermore, the slurry is not transferred out
of the cell proper for regeneration so that multiple strikes are possible. This
latter restriction means that oxygen transport in the cell volume must either be
adequate or a circulating (catalyst free) electrolyte stream must be provided to
transport the required oxygen. Figure 9 illustrates one such system. However,
other investigators have indicated that if an oxygen absorber is required it might
introduce an excessive weight debit.
I- 16 - I
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Schematic of Slurry Electrode System
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Part a - Current Collector Model
The (mechanical) slurry electrode system is electrochemically identical
to that of the moving bed system. Only the hydrodynamics are altered to favor im-
paction and improve target efficiency. Thus, the catalyst particle contacts the col-
lector screen and discharges to a polarization _e" It then circulates in the slurry
for a time @r,recharging the double layer by reaction with dissolved oxygen. It can
be shown that Equation 13 (Section II) defines the relationship between catalyst po-
tential and residence time for both the moving bed and slurry cathode systems. Thus,
Equation 13 can be used to calculate the coulombs available at the collector screen
((_e:q)c)
Re-arrangement of Equation 13 to obtain the "free" catalyst particle polari-
zation yields
q = s inLk--sc / exp + _-_--(_- exp (_) -i -s in exp (-s_- ) (14)
-qe/S*
Since +_ = -s in e , the coulombs per gram of catalyst impinging on the col-
lector becomes
(_e-_C(_a_) = sc in i +_--s-cc_ exp (s_) + i exp ( (15)
Neglecting the tangental velocity component of the impeller velocity (valid
for turbine bladed impellers with 90 ° blades) the current collected by the collector
grid can be shown to be
[i _-Ori°--_ (S_)+ _-_e)i_ s_)]I = (QrrtAsZ)(SC in _-_--cc_ exp ksiL exp ( (16)
where Qr** is the radial pumping capacity of the impeller, _is the target ef-
ficiency, and As is the ratio of the collector cross-sectional area to the total cross-
section for flow. In the first phase of this analysis, it was assumed that diffusion
was not limiting so that the last term in Equation 16 (i o (_-_e)/siL exp(Oe/S) was
neglected. This latter term might have to be included in any final design of the
system. The values of s, c, and sc/io required for Equation 16 are calculated using the
equadons in Appendix 11-2 and experimental polarization decay measurements. Other
values of capacity can also be used with the computer program discussed in Appendix
III-i.
* -s in exp (s_)=-s (in i- in exp (_))= s in exp (_) = _e
** For other impellers Qr should be the vector sum of the radial and tangential
pumping rates.
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Targetefficiencies wereagain calculated using the LangmuirandBlodgett
equations since Stokeslaw drag coefficients are again applicable (Equations8 and
8a). Thevalue of K (for use in Equation8) can be derived from impeller hydro-
dynamics,
2_pr2pQ r
K 9/_d _Dh_ ' where (17)
W
d is the collector wire diameter, h is the impeller height and _ corrects for the
.W
increase in disturbed volume with increased cell diameter (function of the ratio of
impeller to cell diameter empirically derived from a hydrodynamically similar system
page 195 reference (9)). For a turbine bladed impeller with 90 ° blades the radial
pumping capacity is Qr = N (rps) h (_d)2(cm3/sec) so that Equation 17 becomes
/£prp2_
K=0.222k_Cw7_Nd_o_ (17a)
Thus, the target efficiency can be directly calculated from impeller and cell
dimensions.
The final term required to determine the current output of the cell is the
residence time which is the ratio of the total catalyst content of the system to that
discharged per unit time. Thus, if the _otal catalyst charge is_ D2Hz/4*and the
catalyst discharge rate (vs_tz) is_ "2 Nd h_tA s (gms/sec), the residence time can
be shown to be
@r = (_--_IA)(2_ )2 NhH----
t s
(18)
Part b - Power Calculation
The gross power output of the cell can be determined using the equations
developed in the previous section since the cell voltage will depend upon _e and
the resistance of the cell separator matrix (R = 0.15 ohm-cmZ). Thus, the gross
power is simply
Pg = l(Eo-(_e + _a + _--_ R)) (19)
where _a is the anode polarization. The parasitic power required to turn the impeller
can be calculated using equation 20.
PL = 10-7 Np PL N3d5 (watts) (20)
where Np is the power number. The power number used in equation 20 was obtained from




















a standard curve for turbine bladed impellers (page 74, referencel0) assuming that
the perturbation in power number for impeller diameter to cell diameter ratios of
0.9 to 0.95 could be neglected and the slurry behaved as a Newtonian liquid having
a viscosity given by Equation 11-9. These two assumptions are self-compensating at
low and intermediate Reynolds numbers, while yielding somewhat pessimistic parasitic
power losses at very high Reynolds numbers.
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the gross power output is zero
until a critical pumping rate is reached. Above this critical value the gross
power increases approximately asNd 2 while the parasitic power increases as N3d 5.
Consequently, the slurry cathode cell will have a narrow operating range with a
sharp cut-off at moderate impeller speeds.
Part c - Computer Analysis
The computer program listed in Appendix III-I was designed to investigate
the effect of cell geometry (height and diameter), impeller geometry and impeller
speed on slurry cathode performance. Preliminary calculations assuming various
numerical values for _t indicated that increasing cell height above six inches
would not significantly improve performance. The cell diameter should be set as
small as engineering considerations would allow (two inches). Impeller design
practice sets the maximum impeller height at 2/3 the cell height, while impaction
considerations indicated that the ratio of impeller to cell diameter should approach
unity. Using these findings, a more exact solution, including the hydrodynamics of
impaction, was obtained for a series of cell designs to determine the performance
and range of operability of the slurry cathode fuel cell conceptual design. The
parameters selected are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4
Design Parameters of








Cell Height: 15.25 cm
Impeller Height: I0.0 cm
Impeller Diameter: 5.08 to 15.25 cm
Radial Clearance: 0.18 cm (70 mils)
Agglomerate Diameter: 0.0001, 0.001 0.002 cm
Matrix Resistance: 0.15 ohm-cm 2 '
Catalyst Loading: 0.i to 0.4 gm/cm 3
Impeller Speed: 0-30 rps
Collector Polarization: 0.05 to 0.30
The calculated results are tabulated in Appendix 111-2. The effect of
impeller diameter on cell voltage-power characteristics are surmnarized in Appendix
111-3.
These calculations indicated that the power output was zero for agglomer-
ate sizes less than 20_,despite the fact that K values were significantly higher
than in the moving bed system. Furthermore, for 20_particles the low speed cut-
off was found to be about 3 rps. Subsequent calculations were based upon
20_agglomerates.
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Theeffect of catalyst loading on overall systemefficiency wasexamined
next using a collector polarization of 0.2 volts. This latter voltage wasselected
becauseinitial studies indicated that it wasclose to the potential for maximum
overall efficiency. As indicated in Figure i0, the optimumefficiency (50%)was
obtained with a catalyst loading of 0.15 gm/cm.3 However,the responseis quite
fist between0.i and 0.2 gm/cm3 so that a value of 0.I gm/cm3 wasused in subse-
quent calculations since (i) a 50%increase in platinum loading wouldnot bejustified to attain only a 3%improvementand (2) experimentalvalues usedare
not goodenoughto warrant discrimination between47 and 50%.
Figure i0







Cell Diameter - 3.5"
Cell Height - 6.0"
Speed - 3-5 rps
_e- 0.20
I Ii I I
0.0 0.i 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Catalyst Loading, gm/cm 3
Next, the effect of collector polarization on system efficiency was
examined. As discussed earlier, the idea behind the slurry electrode concept was
its potential for operation near theoretical open circuit. In principle, this would
allow operation with collector polarizations of 50 or i00 mv and should result in
improved system efficiency. As indicated in Figure ii, this was found to be incorrect
since our calculations indicate no net power capability at collector polarizations
below 150 mv from theoretical oxygen. Furthermore, the maximum overall efficiency
was found to occur at a collector polarization of 225 mv. Unfortunately, the
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Present generation interface-maintaining electrodes can attain 60% ef-
ficiency on this same basis, and experimental electrodes could yield 65% efficiency.
This poor performance stems directly from the poor performance at low polarizations.
Furthermore, as indicated in Table 5, the slurry system has no weight
advantage over current systems. Even at the smallest practical diameter, the specific
power (ib/kw) is no better than conventional systems. Total packages are currently
being built at 15-20 ib/kw level. Furthermore, it is quite likely that auxiliary
mass transport equipment might be required. If this is indeed the case, the slurry
cell would be significantly poorer than conventional interface-maintaining electrodes.
In view of these findings, the slurry system does not appear to be a
promising route to improved H2-O 2 fuel cell performance.
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Table 5
Power Density of Slurry
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SECTION IV
I _DIATORF--_EL----CELL
I The mediator (cathode) fuel cell concept provides another possible solution
to the anode-cathode imbalance problem encountered in conventional H2-O 2 systems.
The concept involves the use of a soluble organic redox couple cathode where i o is
comparable to or higher than interface maintaining hydrogen anodes. The couple
I selected, 1,2-dicyano-benzoquinone (ii), behaves reversibly, is readily regenerated
with oxygen or air, and both the oxidized and reduced species remain dissolved in
the electrolyte. The cathode system illustrated in Figure 12 is analogeous to
I soluble fuel fuel cell anode (such as methanol) in that the oxygen carrier is dis-solved in the flowing electrolyte stream. Thus, oxidation of the reduced couple is
accomplished external to the cathode chamber.
I Figure 12
I Fuel Cell Schematic Mediator Fuel Cell
I Anode i Oxidized I I _• I . . _ _ to Kecovery Unit
_I_
I fi -- _ Z k Separat°r
H ',..-./ ._ 7-.1", / /// /V
H
I L" _ 1 _ _ater Balance




Several cathode configurations were considered for this system concept, in-
cluding porous plsnar, packed bed, and internal regenerator (packed bed) cathode.
The planar configura_on was selected for this analysis because the surface area
enhancement obtained with conventional conductive packings is only 60%* and this was felt
to be insufficient to compensate for the increased ohmic snd parasitic pumping losses
due to the packing. However, should improved packing become available, this could
significantly reduce system weight through reductions in electrolyte flow rate,
which might reduce scrubber system weight. The internal regenerator cathode
was not examined because the small internal cell volume available would not signifi-
cantly affect scrubber weight or cathode polarization. As in the case of the
soluble fuel fuel cell, a diffusion control membrane is required to prevent trans-
port of the redox couple to the anode while still allowing good ionic conduction.
Some experiment_ membranes appear to meet this requirement. For example, an experi-
mental membrane will not pass a dye such as methylene blue while still retaining
good ionic conduction. It is quite probable that this membrane would also retard
dicyano-benzoquinone.
Thus, the development of a mathematical model for this mediator fuel cell
concept will require independent mass transport analyses of the cathode space and the
scrubber-regenerator. As in the previous cases, the cathode space was examined first
to determine if adequate current capability was available prior to analysis of the
scrubber-regenerator system.
Part a - Cathode Chamber Analysis -
Planal Electrode Structure
The mediator fuel cell cathode is based upon a reversible redox couple
with an E o (0.971) near theoretical oxygen. It differs from the conventional cathode
since the "chemical" oxidation step takes place externally to the cathode chamber.
A circulating electrolyte flowing at velocity v carries the oxidized couple (con-
centration Cox ) into the cathode chamber where it is electrochemically reduced at
the catalytic electrode in accordance with the half cell reaction.
H
O O




For this reversible reaction, the theoretical open circuit potential is given by the
Nernst equation,
RT [Cox] o
Eoc = E + -_ in --
o [CRed] (22)
O
where Pox]o, and _red]o represents the concentration of the oxidized and reduced
species (MTcm3) either in the bulk solution, stagnant or well-stirred cases, or at the
edge of the concentration boundary layer. Under load, the concentrations at the elec-
trode surface (-_Figure 13) are altered so that the potential becomes
E I E + RT _o_-
• = o -_ in [CRedit_ (23)
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I valid for fast reversible electrode processes.
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provided we neglect the effect of electrode porosity. This latter assumption is
Fisure 13




















The concentration polarization _ c can then be determined using equations (22) and
(23). Thus, the cathode polarization, as indicated by mediator theory, can be shown
to be
_T , /[Coxlx=o[CRed],_
_c = E -E. =-- Lnl-c -
oc • 2F Ll_ Red] x=o [Cox]S- (24)
Therefore, a mass transport analysis of the cathode chamber is required to determine
the cell voltage current characteristics. In this analysis the cathode chamber is
divided into two zones as illustrated in Figure 13. The bulk of the chamber
(x = o to b) is subject to the combined effect of convection and diffusion, while in
the region x = o to - _only diffusion occurs through the concentration boundry
layer. This analysis, summarized in Appendix IV-l, indicates that the cathode con-
centration polarization is a complex function of velocity given by
_,1 + I [0 .347 [_li h'_½ (tl_D"_'0 "333\'_---i + f,11'.___h_½]
c 2F in I 0. 347 _._-'vv) _-/ + &667
2FDMX o
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where I is the current density (amps/cm2),_is the viscosity (poise), h is the cell
height, D is diffusivity, _is electrolyte density, M is the mediator concentration(M/cm3) andXo at the ratio of the inlet concentration of oxidized mediator to
total mediatorconcentration.
This equation wasused to predict the performancecharacteristics of the
mediator fuel cell stack as a function of temperature,mediator concentration, and
velocity using the computerprogramsummarizedin AppendixIV-2. (Detailed results
are in AppendixIV-3). Valuesof assumedparametersare summarizedin Table 6.
Table 6















i0 to 450 cm3/sec/cell
0.33 ft 2
10-5 cm2/sec
0.15 ohm cm 2
0.5 to i0
i to 9 atm.
3 to 9 atm.
0.25" Berl Saddle
40-95°C
These calculations indicated that cell performance decreased with increas-
ing temperature (Appendix IV-4). Consequently, subsequent analysis assumed an
operating temperature of 40°C since previous heat transfer studies on similar systems
indicated that this was a reasonable steady state operating point. Next, the effects
of electrolyte flow rate and mediator concentration were evaluated. Unfortunately,
solubility data on the dicyano-benzoquinone mediator selected were not available in
the literature. However, it is safe to assume that its solubility characteristics
are similar to the unsubstitute benzoquinone, approximately 0.5 M at 15°C. Thus,
the analysis assumes that concentrations of up to one molar can be obtained. Con-
centration significantly higher than one molar (at 40°C) probably could not be ob-
tained with this mediator. However, evaluations at higher concentrations are dis-
cussed in Part b to determine if finding other mediators could significantly affect
power density.
Cell analysis indicated that doubling the mediator concentration (0.5 to
IM) was equivalent to a three-fold increase in catholyte flow, without the ensuing
parasitic pumping losses, in the region where positive system power is obtained.
This is illustrated in Figure 14 which is a plot of limiting current density (ma/cm 2)
versus catholyte flow rate (cm3/sec/cell) for 0.5 and 1.0 molar mediator concentra-
tions. Unfortunately, the cell voltage-current characteristics of the resultant
(I Molar mediator) cell are poorer than that which could be obtained with commercial
interface-maintaining electrodes even at the highest catholyte flow rates. This is
illustrated in Figure 15.
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In fact, the single cell performances of two novel experimental cathodes
(prepared in our laboratory) were 50 to i00 mv better than the predicted mediator
cell performance. Although this mediator fuel cell (based upon dicyano-benzoquinone)
system is unsatisfactory, other mediators (redox couples) with higher E o values could
be developed which might result in cell improvements well above conventional elec-
trodes. However, the value of such a development effort would depend upon the
specific power (Ib/kw) of the overall mediator system. Consequently, evaluation of
the design requirements and system weight was initiated to determine if a reasonable
specific power value can be obtained if the Eo and solubility of the mediator were
increased. The dicyano-benzoquinone mediator was again chosen as the model system.
The results obtained can be modified to include the anticipated 50% (maximum) im-
provement in gross power.
Developing an adequate prediction of the ultimate capability of mediator
systems requires a detailed analysis of (I) the scrubber-regenerator system, (2) the
fuel cell stack and (3) the parasitic power requirements, excluding power condition-
ing and coolant flow for water balancing.
Part b - Scrubber Regenerator System
The oxygen absorption process occurring in the regenerator unit presents
a somewhat unique problem since the mediator is undergoing a simultaneous reaction
with the absorbed oxygen. This reaction is assumed to be instantaneous and
"chemically" irreversible (in the presence of oxygen). This latter assumption is
justified since the oxidation rate of hydroquinones in base is known to be extremely
rapid. This rapid chemical reaction introduces several problems since (i) the con-
centration distribution of the mediator in the liquid phase influences the overall
absorption processes, especially at high (reduced) mediator concentrations relative
to oxygen solubility, and (2) the absorption mechanism can change along the length
of the absorber. Consequently, the procedure used in the absorber design follows
that proposed by Astarita (12).
Starting with the Danckwerts' moving boundary model (Appendix IV-6), the
improvement in absorption rate can be calculated (Appendix equation IV-23) assuming
the liquid phase diffusivity of the mediator and oxygen are comparable*. The en-
enhanced absorption rate can then be shown to be a function of the physical absorp-
tion rate,
= kL °(2bo + Ci) = kg (Py-HCi) (26)
where b is the bulk concentration of reduced mediator and C i is the interfacial
oxygen concentration,
gas phase mass transport coefficient, H is Henry's law constant for 02 in KOH
(atm cm3/gm mole), y is the mole fraction of 02 in the gas stream and P is the
total pressure at any given point in the column (atm). Examination of Equation 26
indicates that when kgPy_ kL°bo, the reaction plane of Danckwert's model is
located somewhere within the liquid phase with the inner reaction controlling.
If on the other hand, kgPy <kL°b o, the reaction occurs at the gas-liquid interface
and the interface concentration of the mediator drops to zero. This latter condi-
tion is termed surface reaction control. Using these conditions, it is possible
to determine when the absorption mechanism changes along the column length, thus
allowing separate integrations for each section of the absorber.





































The co-current flow model shown in Figure 16 was selected because of the
relative ease of phase separation under zero "g" conditions. However, both co-
current and countercurrent systems were analyzed and the differences in the number
of transfer units was found to be slight. The integrated absorber height equations
are listed in Table 7. For details see Appendix IV-6. The cross-sectional area
of the regenerator-absorber was selected to set the liquid velocity at 60% of the
flooding velocity. Parasitic power losses were calculated using the packed bed
relationships discussed in Sherwood (13) (Leva, et al). Absorber weight was calcu-
lated from packing weights, liquid hold-up and shell weight (assuming I00 mil wall
thickness normal). In addition, 10% additional was included for added heat rejection



















gm-molG - Molal Gas Rate,
sec cm 2
M - Moles/cm 3
b - Mole Fraction
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cm 3
L - Liquid Rate
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G_(GBYD-2LMbB ) + 2 (LM _b + MH) bb
Pb Pb
G_ (GDYD-2LMDD) + 2 (L M _b + MH) [b]
Surface Control Zone:
tb_._
hs = tt L Ln bT
Absorber Cross-sectional Area:
A = 1.29 x i0 -2 [G '2 a_ 0"2/(_3_L_g_)] ½
G'= Gas Rate gms/sec, L°=liquid rate gm/sec
= Fraction Free Volume




Part c - Fuel Cell Stack Design
The fuel cell stack design was based on current state-of-the-art liquid
fuel fuel cell designs. The unit cell was assumed to be 9" x 5-3/4" with an active
cross-sectional area of about one-third of a square foot. The anode and catholyte
chambers were 80 mils thick and the electrolyte matrix thickness was set at 20
mils. All other dimensions were set to duplicate the polypropylene methanol-air
unit cell so that weight could be based on actually fabricated components. Other
hardware weights (bolts, end plates, etc.) were also based upon current methanol-
air fuel cell hardware. Parasitic power calculations were based upon conventional
duct pressure drops including entrance and exit losses. However, this parasitic





































Part d - Computer Simulation
The system described in the previous subsections was simulated using the
computer program listed in Appendix IV-7. This computer analysis indicated that at
flow rates in excess of 75 to i00 cm3/sec, the system was a net power consumer. How-
ever, as indicated in Figure 17, at flow rates below 50 cm3/sec, positive values of
specific power were obtained even when the fuel cell stack was maintained at ambient
(atmospheric) pressure. For this case the best specific power level obtained was
800 ib/kw, much too high for any airborne system. The ambient pressure stack was
therefore abandoned in favor of a totally pressurized system. The results of these
calculations are summarized in Figure 18. This change resulted in a modest improve-
ment in specific power to 700 ib/kw. However, even pressurization to nine atmos-
pheres failed to make a detectable change in power density (Detailed calculations
appear in Appendix IV-8).
Next the effect of changing the solubility and Eo characteristics of the
mediator was briefly investigated. These calculations (Table 8) indicate that the
best one could reasonably expect from a mediator H_-O 2 fuel cell would be about 400
to 500 ib/kw, a level which is at least one order_of magnitude poorer than conven-
tional H2-O 2 fuel cell systems. Thus, further development of the mediator fuel cell
concept for-mobile or space applications is not recommended.
Table 8
Effect of Potential Mediator Improvements
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Two process concepts were examined to determine if decoupling the limiting
cathodic processes into its own reaction space could result in increased H2-O 2 fuel
cell efficiency and enhanced specific power. Although this decoupling was success-
ful the three systems examined failed to yield performance improvements even when
compared to present generation interface-maintaining systems.
Part a - Moving Bed and Slurry Cathodes
Analysis of the moving catalyst- bed fuel cell concept indicates that
target efficiency critically determines stack performance. Assuming ideal conditions
(_t = 1.0) the power density obtained was well below what is currently available in
conventional systems yielding a net power output of 114 w/ft 2 at 0.9 volts/cell and
186 w/ft at 0.85 volts. Even under these conditions, the parasitic pumping losses
amounted to over thirty percent, a totally unacceptable level. Furthermore, contact-
ing is also dependent on catalyst agglomerate size and electrolyte flow. When this
factor is included, the moving bed system becomes a net power consumer for catalyst
agglomerates under 80-100 microns. Thus, it is not likely that practical power could be
generated since real catalyst agglomerates rarely exceed 20 microns. The moving bed fuel cell
failed to provide the anticipated improvements because the slurry flow rates re-
quired to provide high currents and useful target efficiencies introduced excessive
parasitic pumping losses even at unrealistic agglomerate sizes.
The mechanical slurry system circumvents some of these problems by pro-
viding a high radial velocity for impaction and a short residence time. However,
the combined effects of excessive parasitic power losses at high impeller speeds and
poor impaction (collection) at low speed makes this a sharp cut-off device. To make
most effective use of this system the catalyst and collector should operate near
theoretical open circuit potential (50-100 mv polarized). Unfortunately, the
calculations indicated that this system had no net power capability at polarizations
less than 150 mv polarized. The maximum overall system efficiency (at 225 mv polarized
was only 53%, compared to 60% with conventional electrodes and 65% with experimental
electrode systems. Furthermore, the slurry system at best is no lighter than con-
ventional systems,yielding a specific power of 25 Ib/kw compared to 15 to 20 currently
available. From the foregoing, it is obvious that both of the slurry catalyst
systems do not result in overall system improvements. Therefore, no additional work
in this area is recommended.
Part b - Mediator System
Analysis of the mediator fuel cell indicated that the fuel cell stack was
capable of high current density at reasonable cell voltages (0.9 v). Unfortunately,
the cell voltage for the 1,2 dicyano-benzoquinone was poorer than conventional elec-
trodes. This latter performance was due to the poor Eo value, 0.97v., of this particu-
lar mediator. Performances could approach theoretical with other mediators. How-
ever, even if these improvements are made, the scrubber-regenerator would introduce
an excessive weight debit. The specific power value obtained at optimistic
conditions was 500 ib/kw, a level which is at least an order of magnitude poorer
than the worst of the conventional fuel cells. Further work on this system is not
recommended.
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Part c - Recon_nendations
In view of these calculations, it appears that further improvement in fuel
cell specific power will have to come from im_vements in interface maintaining elec-
trode structures and more active catalysts. In this regard, additional development
of the Esso proprietary cathode (450 w/ft 2 at 0.9 volts) could provide significant
weight economies. Despite the fact that the soluble redox mediator failed to pro-
vide a system weight improvement, an immobilized redox mediator structure (inter-
face maintaining electrode) might be possible. This would combine the high activity
or exchange current io of the redox cell with the good mass transport festures of the wet-
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PARASITIC POWER CALCULATION - MOVING BED FUEL CELL
A° Collector Space Pressure Drop
The pressure drop through the collector space can be calculated using the
standard screen pressure drop equation,
N A <C+l>K_ q2 (111)
Ah- 2 _C+I)K 2 } A2W 2
CD 2g c
where C D is the discharge coefficient, N is the number of collector wires per cm, a,
and w are thickness and width of the cell in cm and K is the width of the screen open-
ing, cm. The discharge coefficients were obtained from Figure 5-43 Perry "Chemical
Engineers Handbook", Fourth Edition. For convenience the discharge coefficient
data was approximated by the following relationships:
0.48
CD = 0.i Re O<Re< i00 (11-2)
CD = 0.37 Re 0"18 i00 < Re < i000 (11-3)
CD = 1.5 i00 < Re (11-4)
where Re = K q Q/aw (C+l)k2_s. These equations are used to calculate the collector
power loss.
B. Resenerator - Absorber Power Loss
The regenerator-absorber used in the initial analysis is a co-current two
phase flow cylindrical pipe section. Therefore, the Lockhart and Matinelli(13)
correlations were used. These correlations calculate the total pressure drop from
calculations of the single pressure drop of the predominant phase. That is,
= _LAPL ,Apt (11-5)
and_ is a function of the liquid volume fraction. Thus, for laminar flow
32hVs 7.4s ]/Xp = _L [ gcD2_ (II-6)




* Obtained from cross plot of Figure 5-48 and 5-49, Perry's Chemical Engineer Hand-





































C. Slurry Viscosity Calculation
The electrolyte slurry viscosity was calculated using equations presented
in Thomas, D. G., "Physical Properties and Transport Characteristics I", IEC 55, ii,
pp. 18-27, 1963. Thus,
i
(II-9)




PARAMETERS FROM POLARIZATION RELAXATION
Experimental evaluation of s, c, and io is important to both the moving
bed and mechanical slurry system. Therefore, polarization relaxation measurements
were made using a 50 mg/cm 2 interface maintaining electrode with a very open struc-
ture. (Previous studies indicated that roughly half the platinum is accessible to
the gas.) The relaxation data was correlated using Equation 13 neglecting the dif-
fusion term, and measurements were made at electrode initial polarizations ranging
from 0.2 to 0.3 volts from oxygen theory. Thus, Equation 13 becomes
r io e" /s (11-10)
A plot of log @r vs _ at low 0 yields the Tafel slope S. 0.0138_volts/decade. The
vaiue of sc/i o can be obtained from a plot of 0 vs [e-_efs-e-_e/_ . Although the deca
curves gave the same Tafel slope independent Of_e at time zero_ the values of sc/i o
were found to vary with the initial steady state potential, and this could not be
accounted for by inclusion of the diffusion term of Equation 13 (main text). Thus,
the time constant (sc/i o) was found empirically to vary in a regular manner,
where,




r-- = 2.2 x (seconds) (ll-lla)
l o
=o
Since io cannot vary with potential and s was found to be a constant independent
of_ , we must conclude that the capacity term is potential dependent. This is con-
sistent with other results on similar systems.
The io per gm of platinum black was calculated from a comparison of the
capacitance of platinum foil and that of a truly smooth surface. Thus, the true
surface per cm 2 geometric is
36.4 x 10 -6 F
2
cm (_eometric) = 1.82 and the
20 x 10 -6 F/cm2(true)
i0-Ii A i cm2(_) cm2(T)i = 5 x x x 30 x 104
o cm2(g) 1.82 cm2(T) gm cat
Insertingthisvalue into Equation 2 yields the capacitance value which is used in
subsequent calculations.
= 8.25 x 10 -6 Am_me_
gm cat






































Computer Program - Moving Bed Fuel Cell





































Cell Voltage at Open Circuit, volts
Resistivity, ohm cm 2
Conductivity ohm-lcm -I
Screen Grid Number, wires/cm
Screen Opening, cm 2










Diffusion limit Amps/gm Catalyst
Input Time Constant, Sec (used only for alternate capacity route)





Cell Power Loss, watts
Regenerator Residence Time, sec
Oxygen Flow Rate to Regenerator cm3/sec
Gas Velocity in Regenerator cm/sec




















acw, expo i, expo 2, expo 3, capax, theto, coulb, xmult, timk, glr
Note: 0 in column 6 of Fortran denotes continued statement.





























































































COMPUTER PROGRAM -MOVING BED FUEL CELL
pro_.r am okren2
slurry fuel cell power calcJlation - model two
Odimension flowl(30),coul b(30), amps (30), nfsq (30), volts (30),
lgrpow(30),alfas(30),vi ss(30), rec(30),ed(30), xmul t(30), plcl(30
2phi (30),vell(30),velg(30),theta(30),vract(30),hract(30),plr1(
3 pumpl (30), xnepow(30), t ime(30),oxf lw(30), F.Ir (30),
4wract(30), timk(30),name(18)
20 read 121 ,neode, nocas
read122 , etae, et aa, eta, ezero, rho, s i_.ma
read 122 , flow, ptz,xin, xout,dens,_ama
read 123 ,c,e, wird, viso,ar
read 124 , a, w, drac, thk,h
read 125 ,capac, r!iflm, othet
acw = 2.0- c* wird









i f (capac- 1. O) 132,132,140
132 capak = 13.40*exp(133.0*etae**2.9)
theto = 2.24e+04
go to 141
140 capak = capac
theto = othet*lO.O**4
go to 141
141 coulb(k) = flowl(k)*ptz*xin*capak*(etae-eta)
amps(k) = coulb(k)*expo3
afsq (k)=amps (k) / (h.w)
VO lts (k) =ezero- (etae+etaa+afsq (k)* ( (_/(2. O*s i_rla) )+rho] ]
_rpo,.v(k)=vol ts (k)*amps (k)
afsq(P)=afsq (k)* 1000.0




rec(k)=dens*flowl(k)/(a*w*vi ss ( k)* (al fas (k)/e) )
i f (rec (k)-100. O) 30,30,40
30 cd (k)=O. 1*ree(k)**0.48
go to 51
40 i f (rec(h)-1000.0) 50, 50, g0
50 ed (k)= 0.37*rec(h)**0.18
go to G I
GO c,'!(I.)=1.5
G1 xrault(k)=5.2Oe-OS*flowl(l.)**3*Hens/((_,*w)**2)




































































COMPUTER PROGRAM - MOVING BED FUEL CELL
4stain
if(othet-l. O0)62,62,63
62 timk(k) = theto*exp(133.0*etae**2.9)
_o to 64
83 timk(k) = 8.25e-O6/(O.O138*capak)
go to 64
64 if(diflm-l.O)70,70,80
70 theta(k) = timk(k)*expo2
go to 81
80 theta(k) = timk(k)*expo2-capak*(eta-etae)/diflm








I00 phi(k) = 1.0/(_Ir(k)**l.37)
go to III
II0 phi(k) = 0.54/(_lr(k)**l.88)
III plrl(k) = 3.02e-06*phi(k)*(hract(k)*viss(k)*flowl(k)**2)/(drae






112 print I06 ,nocas, xk, etae, eta, ptz,xin, xout,drac
print 137








129 format(22h power output negative)
122 format (6fi0.5)
123 format (f10.5,2f10.6,2flO.5)
124 format (flO.6,2flO.5, 2f10.6)
125 format(3flO.5)
199 continue
1050format[ 86h nocas xk etae eta ptz
4 xin xout drae ]
106 format(Ix, i5,f5.0,8(3x, flO.5))
width in field f5.0,8 is zero
1370format( 73h ar flowl gamma
4 capac othet )
133 format(14x,5(3x, flO.5))
1080format(82h theta vract hract amps apsq volts
4 grpow plcl plrl )
1070format[gx, f6.0,3x,f7.0,3x, f5.3,2x, f5.1,3x, f5.1,3x,f6.3,2x,f6.1,3x,
4f6.2,4x,f6._]
width in field f6.0,3 is zero
width in field f7.0,3 is zero
1090 format[ 85h pumpl xnepow yell velg wract
4 grl oxflw alfas ]
138 format[8x, f7.2,2x,f6.1,3x, f6.2,3x, f6.2,3x, fT.0,313x,f6.3],/]









































CALCULATED RESULTS - MOVING BED FUEL CELL
l_u. *ready save
190. +ready check
check * 20 +105,
check * 112 +175.
check 120 +179.








105. =[121 20 1
100. =[122 0.200 0.00 0.070 1.10 0.15 0.276
107. =i 122 i0.0 0.i0 1.0 0.I0 1.55 1.0
I00. =i123 20.0 0.0207 0.0188 0.014 1.0
i09. =II2k 0.20 20.0 15.24 0.050 10.0
110. =1125 O.0 0.0 0.0
170. =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xIn xout drae
175. =o106 1 I. 0.00000 0.07000 0.10000 1.00900 0.10000 15.2k000
176. =o137 ar flowl gararna capac other
177. =ol55 1.0OO00 I0.00000 1.00000 0. 0.
178. -oi08 theta vract hract amns apsq volts Krpow plcl ph-1
170. =o 107 000. 5. 0.026 5.0 16.3 0.962 5.5 0.05 0.0000
180. =oi09 pumnl xnepow veil velK wract _rl oxflw alfas
181. =o1582 0.05 5.2 0,05 0.00 17. 0,950 0.458 0.019
181.
179. =o 105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac
179. -o105 1 2. 0.20000 0.07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.10000 15.20000
176. =o 157 ar f[owl gamma capet other
177. =o133 1.00000 20.00000 1.00000 O. o.
178. =o i08 theta vract hract amps ansQ volts _rpow plcl plrl
170. =o107 400. 10. 0.056 10.9 52.6 0.959 10.4 0.18 0.0000
180. =oi09 pumnl xnepow yell v_IK wrmct _rl oxfl'_ elf,s
181.181"=o1382 0.20 10.2 0.11 0.00 59. 0.958 0.875 0.019
174. =o105 nocas xk etae eta Dtz x[n xout dr_c
175. =o106 1 3, 0.20000 O.07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.20000 15.20000
176. =o 157 ar flow I gerlma capac othet
177. =o155 1.00000 50.00000 1.00000 O.
178. =oi00 theta vract hract amns apsq volts crpow plc Dlrl
173. =oi07 400. 15. 0.080 16.4 48.8 0.945 15.5 0.52 0.0000
180. =o109 numpl xnepow Yell veIz wract _rl oxflw atlas
101. =o1582 0.50 14.8 0.16 0.01 50. 0.958 1.313 o.01q181.
174. =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
179. =o105 1 9. 0.20000 0.07000 0.I0000 1.00000 0.I0000 15.24000
175. -o137 ar flowl za_a canac othet
177. =o133 1.00000 kO.O0000 l. O000O O. 0.
178. =o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts grpow plc1 plrl
179. =o107 490. 20. 0.112 21.9 55.1 0.997 20.5 0.09 0.000O
180. =ol0g pumpl xnepow yell vel_ wract Krl oxflw alfas
181, =o1582 1,03 19.3 0,22 0,01 67. 0,958 1,751 0.019181.
170. -o105 nocas xk etae eta Dtz xin xout drac
175. "oi05 1 5. 0.20000 0.07000 0.1O0O0 1.00000 0.10000 15.24000
176. =o187 at flowl K_a capet othet
177. -o135 1,00000 50.00000 1.00000 O. O.
178. =o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts Kr_w OIci plrl
179. =ol0l k9O. 26, 0.100 27.4 81.k 0.929 25.4 1.73 0.0000
180. =oi09 pumpl xneoow vell velg wract grl oxflw alf_s
181. =o158 2.01 23.0 0.27 0.01 80. 0.958 2.188 0.019
181. =°I082
174. nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac
175. =oi06 I 6. 0.20000 _.07000 0.I0000 1.00000 0.10000 15.24000
176. =o157 ar flowl _amm_ c_pac othet
177. -o135 1.00000 60.00000 1.00000 0. 0.
178. -oi00 theta vrac6 hract amps apsq vntts _rpow plcl Dlrl
179. =o107 490. 31. 0.160 52,0 97.7 0.920 30.2 3.00 0.0000
180. =o109 pumpl xnepow yell vel_ wract _rl oxflw alfas
161. =o158 3.07 26.1 0.58 0.01 100. 0.958 2.626 0.01q
181. 2
170. =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. -oi06 I 7. 0.20000 0.07000 0.I0000 1.00000 0.I0000 15.24000
175. =o157 at flowl _amma capac other
177. =o153 1.00000 70.00000 1.00000 O. O,
178. -o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts _rpow plcl olrl
179. =oi07 490. 56. 0.196 38.3 110.0 0.012 54.9 0.70 0.0000
180. -o109 pumpl xnepow vell velK wract arl oxflw aires
181. =o158 5. 51 28.4 0._8 0,02 117. 0.058 5.060 0.019
181. 2
174. =o106 nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac
175. =o105 1 8. 0.20000 0.07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.I0000 15.20000
175. -o137 ar flowl Kamma capac other
177. =o135 1.00000 00.00000 1.00000 O.rpow_ 0.
178. =oi00 theta vract hract amps apsQ volts plcl plrl
179. =o107 kO. kl. 0.224 40.8 190.3 0.000 59.5 7.10 0.0000
180. =oi09 pumpl xnepow vell velg wract grl oxflw alfas
101, =o158 8.25 29.9 0.0_ 0,02 130. 0.958 3.501 0.01q
161. =°1052
174. nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
129. =o106 1 9. 0.20000 0.07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.10000 15.20000
176. =o157 ar flowl _a_a capac other
177. =o155 1.00000 90,00000 1.000O0 0. O.
178. =o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts Krpow plcl plrl
179. -o107 k00. 06. 0.252 49.2 146.5 0.890 40.1 10.11 0.0000
180. =oi09 pumpl xnepow vell velg wract Erl oxflw alfas
181. =o1882 11.72 59.5 0.09 0.02 151. 0.958 5.939 0.019181.
174. -o105 nocas xk etae eta Ptz xln xout drac
175. =o106 I 10. 0.20000 0.07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.i0000 15.24000
175. -o157 ar flow1 _ar_na canac other
177, =o138 l. O0000 100.00000 1.00000 O. O.
178. =oi08 there vract hract _ps apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
090. 51. 0.280 04.7 162.8 0.887 48.5 13.87 0.0000179. =o107
180. =o109 pumpl xnepow yell velE wract grl oxflw elfas
181. =o150 16.07 29.6 0.55 0,02 167. 0.958 k.377 0.01q
181. 2
174. =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =o105 i II. 0.20000 0.07000 0.I0000 1.00000 0.10O00 15.20000
175. =o157 ar flowl _amrna canac other
177. -o155 1.00000 0. 0.1.00000 110.00000
175. =oI03 theta vract hract amps aps_ volts grpow plcl Dlrl
179. =o107 490. 56. 0. 309 60.2 179.1 0.879 59.9 18.40 0.0000
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180. -o108 pumpl xnepow vel] vetg wract grl oxflw alfas
181.181".'°i882 21.39 27.7 0,60 0.05 184. 0.958 h.815 0,019
174. =o105 noeas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =o106 1 12. 0.20000 0.07O00 0.10000 1.00000 0.I0000 15,2_000
176. -o187 ar flow1 _a_a capet othet
......... _;_ .......................178. =0108 there v hract amps Bpsq volts grpow plcl plrl
179. -o10? 490. 61. 0.357 65.7 195.W 0,820 57.1 23.97 0.0000
1_0. =o108 pumpl xnepow veil Velg wract _rl oxflw aires
18'1. =o188 27,77 24.5 0,66 0.03 201. 0.988 5.252 0.019
181, = 2
174. =oi05 s xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =o106 n°cal 13, 0,20000 0.02000 0.10000 1,00000 0.I0000 18.24000
176. =o187 ar flowl gamma capet other
177. =o133 1.00000 150.00000 1.00000 O. 0.
178. =o108 theta vract hraet _p$ apsq volts Rrpow plcl plrl
179. -o107 490. 66. 0.565 71,1 211,7 0,862 61.3 50.47 0.0000
180. =plOP pumpl xnepow yell velg wract grl oxflw alfas
181. ==o1382 15.91 19.8 0.71 0,01 817, 0,980 8,690 0.019181.
174. -o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
176. =o106 1 1w, 0.20000 0.07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.10000 15,24000
176, =o137 ar flow1 ge_a capac other
177. =o133 1.00000 140.00000 1.00000 O. 0,
178. -o108 there vract hract amps apsq volts grpow pie I vlrl
179. =o107 _90. 72. 0.501 26.6 228.0 0.854 68,k 58.06 0,0000
180. -o108 oumpl xnepow yell velg wract grl oxflw alfas
181. =o188 44.10 13,5 0.72 0.05 23b, 0.958 6,120 0,019
181. -break 181,
199. +ready star0(0)
105. =1121 80 2
106, =[122 0.200 0.00 0.070 1,17 0.18 0.278
107. =i122 10.0 0.10 1,0 0.I0 1.55 ,75
108, -[123 20.0 0,0207 0.0188 0.014 1.o
io9, =[12_ 0,200 2_.o 15.24 0.080 14,o
11o. =[125 0,0 0,0 0.0
174. -oi05 notes xk etae eta ptz xIn xout drac
176. =o106 2 i. 0,20000 0,07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.10000 15.24000
176. =o137 ar f1_1 gala capet other
I.OOOOO 10.00000 0.25000177. =ol83 O, O.
178, =o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
179. =o107 _90. 4. 0,021 8,5 16.3 0,962 5,5 0,04 0,0000
180, =o109 pumvl xnepow yell velg wract grl oxflw aires
181. =ol)82 0.04 5.2 0,05 0.00 17. 0.958 0.438 0.019181, =
17_. =o105 notes xk etae eta ptz x]n xout drac
175, -o106 2 2, 0.20000 0.07000 O,lOOOO 1,00000 0.10000 15.2_000
176, =o137 ar flow1 gamma Capet other
177. -ol)) 1.00000 20.00000 0.75000 O. 0.
178, =oI0_ there vract hract 8mps apsq volts grDow plcl plrl
179. =o107 400. 8. 0.042 10.9 82.6 0.085 10.4 0.2_ 0.0000
180, =o100 pumpl xnepow vell velg wract grl oxflw alfas
181.. =o1382 0.26 10,I o. Ii 0.00 33. 0.958 0.875 0.019181.
174. =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptZ xIn xout dra¢
175. 2 3. 20000 0.07000 o,10o00 1.00ooo 0,1o000 15.2_0oo
Oar* flowl gamma capet othet176. -o197
177, =o183 1.00000 80,00000 0.75000 o. o.
178. =o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts grpow pi¢1 plrl
490. 12. 0.063 16.4 _8.8 0.945 18.0 0,70 0.0000179. =o107
180. =o109 pumpl xnepow Yell yelp wract grl oxflw alfas
181. -ol)82 0.76 1_.6 0.16 0.01 50. 0.988 1,313 0.019181. =
174+ =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac
175. -o106 2 4. 0.20000 0,07000 O.lOOOO 1,00000 0.10000 15.26000
ar flowl gala ca_ac other176. =o13/
177, =o133 1.00000 40,00000 0.78000 O_rpo w _.178, =olO8 there vract hract amps apsq volts plc plrl
_90, 15. 0.084 21.9 65.1 0.937 20.5 1.18 0,0000179, =o107
180. =o109 pumpl xnepow vell velg wract grl oxflw aires
181. ==o1182 1.52 18.9 0.22 0.01 67. 0.958 1.751 0.019181.
17_. =o108 _cas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
178. =oi06 2 ), 0.20000 0.07000 0.I0000 1.00000 0.I0000 15.2_000
ar flowl g_a capet othet176. =o137
177. =o133 1.00000 90.00000 0.75000 O.rpow_ 0.178. =o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts plcl plrl
173. =o107 490. 19. 0.105 27.4 81.4 0.929 25.4 2,31 0.0000
180. =o108 Oumpl xnepow vell velg wract grl oxflw alfas
181. =o1382 2.59 22.6 0.27 0.01 8_. 0.958 2.188 0.019181. =
174, =o108 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175, -o105 2 6. 0.20000 0,07000 0.10000 1,00000 0.I0000 15.24000
176, =o137 ar flow1 gala capac other
177, =o188 1.ooooo 60,00000 0.75000 0. 0.
theta vract bract amps apsq volts Rrpow plcl plrl178, =o108
179. =o107 490. 23. 0,126 32.8 97.7 0.920 30.2 8.99 0.0000
180. =oi09 pumpI xnepow velI velg wract Krl oxflw atlas
181. =o1382 4.47 8_,9 0.95 0.01 I00. 0.958 2.626 0.019181. =
174. =o105 _cas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =o106 2 7. 0,80000 0.07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.I0000 15,24000
176. =o187 ar flowl gala ¢apac other
177. =o133 1.00000 70.00000 0.75000 0. o,
178. =o108 there vract hract amps apsq volts grpow plcl olrl
179. =o107 _90. 27. O.lk7 58.) 114.0 0.912 14.91 6.54 0.o0oo180. =oi09 pumpl xnepow vell velg wract • oxflw alfas
181. =o1882 7.I0 26.6 0.38 0,02 117. 0,980 3.06_ 0.019181, =
17_. =o105 notes xk etoe eta ptz xin xout drac
170, =oi06 2 0. 0.20000 0,07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.10000 15,2_000
176, =oi87 ar flowl ganma capa¢ othet
177. -o193 1.0o000 80.00000 0.750o0 o. o,
178. =o108 theta vract hract amps _psq voIts _rpow plcl plrl
179. -o107 _90. )l. 0.168 43.8 130.5 0.90_ 59.5 9,67 0.0000
180. =o109 pumpl xnepow Yell vel z wrect _rl oxflw alfas
181. =ol88 I0,60 27.1 0,46 0.02 19h. 0.058 3.801 O,Olg
181. = 2
174. =o108 nocas xk etae eta ptZ x[n xout drac
178, -o106 2 9 . 0.2POP0 O.O7OOO 0.10000 1.00000 0.lOOP0 15.24000
176, =ol87 ar flowl g_a capac othet
1.00o00 90,00000 0,75000 o, 0.177, =o13]
170, =o108 there vract hract amps apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
179, "ol07 490. 35. 0.109 49,2 lh6,5 0.895 4_.1 15.98 O,O000
180. =o108 pumpl xnepow Yell velg wract 0.958Krl oxflw alfas
181, =ol882 18.09 28.3 0.49 0,02 151. 1.989 q.019181. =
17_. =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =o106 2 10. 0,20000 0.07000 0.10000 1.0oooo 0.10000 15.2_0oo
176. -ol87 ar flowl g_a capac othet
177. =ol}) 1.POOP0 lOP.POOP0 0.78000 O. O.
178. =o108 there vract hract amps apsq volts gr_ow plcl plrl
179. =ol07 k90, 58. 0,210 54.7 162.8 0,887 h8,5 18,49 O.0000
180. =o109 pumpl xnepow yell vel_ wract 0.958_rl oxflw alfas
181. =o1882 20,69 24.2 0.09 O.O2 167. 4,577 0.019101. =
174, =o105 notes xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175, =ol06 2 II, 0,20000 0.07000 0.10000 1,00000 0.10000 15.2_000
176. =o137 ar flow1 gamma capet other
177. =o138 1.00000 110,00000 0.75ooo O. o.
178. =o108 theta vract bract amps apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
170. =o107 490. k2. 0.231 60.2 179.1 0.879 52.9 24.61 0.0000
180. =o109 pump) xnepow yell yelp wract _rl oxflw alfas








































CALCULATED RESULTS - MOVING BED FUEL CELL
109. +ready start(O)
105. =i121 i0 3
106. =i122 0.200 0.00 0.070 1.17 0.15 0.278
107. =i122 i0.0 0.10 1.0 0. i0 1.55 .50
108. =i123 20.0 0.0297 0.0188 0.014 1.0
109. =I124 0.200 24.0 15.24 ,050 14.0
110. =i125 0.0 0.0 0.0
174. =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac
175. =o106 3 1. 0.20000 0.07000 0.10000 1,00000 0.10000 15.24000
176. =0137 ar flowl _e_nma capac othet
177. =O133 1.00000 10.00000 0.50000 0. 0.
178. =O108 theta vract hract amps BDSQ volts _rpow plcl plrl
179. =o107 490. 3. 0.014 8.5 16.3 0.962 5.3 0.0G 0.0000
180. =o109 pumpl xnepow Yell veTo wract Rrl oxflw alfas
181. =o158 0.06 5.2 0.05 0.00 17. 0.958 0.438 0.019
181. = 2
174. =O105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac
175. =o106 3 2. 0.20000 0.07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.10000 18.24000
17G. =o137 ar flowl _amma capac othet
177, =o133 1.00000 20.00000 0.50000 0. 0.
178. =o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts Erpow plcl plrl
179. =o107 490. 5. 0.028 10,9 32,6 0.953 10.4 0.36 0.0000
180, =oi09 pumpl xnepow Yell velg wract _rl oxfhv alf_s
181. =o138 0.38 10,0 0.11 0.00 33. 0.958 0.875 0.019
181. :o1052
174. nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drmc
175. =O106 3 3. 0.20000 0.07000 0.I0000 1.00000 0.10000 15.24000
176. =o137 ar flowl _amma capac other
177. =o133 1.00000 30,00000 0,50000 0. 0.
178. =oi08 theta vract hract amps apsq volts _rDow plcl plrl
179. =O107 490. 8. 0.042 16.4 40.8 0.945 15,5 1.05 0,0000
180. =o109 pumpl xnepow yell velg wract _rl oxflw nlfas
181. =O138 1.11 1W.2 0.16 0.01 50. 0.958 1.313 0.01q
181. = 2
174. =o105 nocas xk etae eta Dtz xin xout _rac
175. =o106 3 4. 0.20000 0.07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.10000 15.24000
176. =o137 ar flowl _anma CaP_C othet
177. =o153 1.00000 40,00900 0.50000 0. 0.
178. =oi00 theta vrnct hract amps apsq volts 7rpow plc1 Plrl
179. =o107 490. 10. 0.055 21.9 65. i 0.937 20.3 1,70 0.O00O
180. =o100 pumpl xneoow yell veI_ wract _rl nxflw _lfas
181 =o130 1.92 18.2 0.22 0.01 67. 0.958 1.751 0.019
181 2
174 =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac





















































=o137 mr flowl Kamma capac othet
=o133 1.00000 00.00000 0.50000 0. 0.
=o108 theta vract bract amos _psq volts Erpow olcl olrl
=O107 490, 13. 0.070 27.4 01.4 0.929 25.4 3.47 0.0000
=O109 pumpl xnerx_w veil vel_ wract _rl oxFlw alfas
=o138 3.74 21.0 0.27 0.01 84. 0.958 2.188 0.019
==O1052 nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout dr_c
=oi06 3 6. 0.20000 0.07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.I0000 15.24000
=o137 ar flow1 _arlma capac othet
=o133 1.00000 60.00000 0.50000 0. 0.
=o108 theta vrnct hract amps apsq volts Rrpow plcl plrl
=o107 490. 15. 0.084 32.8 97.7 0.920 30.2 5.99 0.0000
=o109 pump] xnepow vell velg wract _rl oxflw aIFas
=o138 6.47 22.6 0.33 0.01 i00. 0,958 2.626 0.019
= 2
=o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac
=o106 3 7. 0.20000 0.07000 0.10000 1.00000 O,lOOOO 15.24000
=o137 ar flowl _a_a capac other
=o133 1.00000 70,00000 0.80000 0. O.
=o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts Krpow plcl plrl
=oi07 490. 10. 0.098 38.3 114.0 0.912 34.9 9.51 0.0000
=oi09 pumpl xnepow veil velK wract _rl oxflw alfms
=o138 10.27 22.8 0.38 0.02 117. 0.958 3.064 0.019
= 2
=o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drnc
=o106 3 8, 0.80000 0.07000 0.I0000 1.00000 0.10000 15.24000
=o157 ar flowl _amrla capac other
=O133 1.00000 80.00000 0,50000 0. D.
=o108 theta vract bract amos apsq volts _rpow nlcl plrl
=o107 490. 20. 0.112 43.8 130.3 0.904 3_.5 14,20 0.0000
=o109 pumpl xnepow veil vel_ wract _rl oxfhv alfas
=o158 15.33 21.5 0.44 0.02 134. 0,958 3.501 0.010
2
=oi05 nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac
=oi06 3 9. 0.20000 0,07000 0.i0000 1.00000 0.10000 15.24000
=o137 ar flowl _arrla capae otBot
=o153 1.00000 00,00000 0.30000 0. N.
=O106 theta vract bract amos apsq volts Erpow plcl nlrl
=o107 490. 23. 0.126 _9.2 146.5 0.895 44.1 20.22 0.0000
=0109 pumpl xnepow vell vel_ wract xrl oxFl,.i alfas
=o138 21.83 18.4 0.49 0.02 151. 0.958 3.93q 0.0lq
2
=o105 nocas xk etac eta ptz xin xout fr_c
=oi06 3 I0, 0.20000 0.07000 0.10000 l. O0000 0.10000 15.24000
ar flowl -amma capac other
1.00000 100.00000 0.50000 O. 0.
theta vract hract amos apsq volts _rpow nlcl nlrl
490. 2G. 0.140 54.7 162.8 0.887 48.5 27.74 0.0000
pumpl xnepow vell vel_ wract _rl oxfl,v _If_s
29.94 15.3 0.55 0.02 167. 0.950 4.377 q.olq
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1o6. -[122 0.200 o.0o 0.070 1.17 0,15 0.278
0.1 i.o .lO 1.55 0.25
.014 1.0
107. -I122 i0.0
108. =_123 20.0 .0297 .0188
109. =112_ ,20 24.0 15.25 .050 14.
ii0. =i125 0,0 0.0 0.0
174. =oi05 noca xk etae eta ptz xlm xout drac
175. -oi06 _ i. 0.20000 0.07000 0.I0000 1.00000 0.I0000 15.25000
176. =o157 ar flowl gala capac other
177. =o13l l.OOO00 i0.00000 0,25000 O. O.
178. =o108 theta vract hract amos apsq volts _rpow plcl plrl
179. -oi07 490. I. 0.007 5.5 16.3 0.962 5.3 0.12 0.0000
180. =ol0g pumpi xnepow yell velg wract 0.9589r1 oxflw alfas
181. =oi}82 0.12 5,1 0.05 0.00 17. 0,_38 0.01q181.
17_. =oi05 noca xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =o106 _ 2. 0,20000 0.07000 0,I0000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
176. =oll7 ar flowl gala capac other
177, =oi}3
1.00000 20.00000 0.25000 0.rpow_ 0.178, =oi08 theta vract bract amps apsq volts ptcl plrl
179. =0107 490. 5. 0.014 10.9 )2,6 0.953 10.4 0.72 0.0000
180. -oi09 pumpl xnepow yell velg wract 8r1 oxflw alfas
181.181'=oll_ 2 0.74 9.6 0.ii 0.00 3). 0.958 0.875 0.019
17_. =oi05 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. -olOG 6 3. 0.20000 0,07000 0.10000 1.00000 0,I0000 15.25000
176. =o137 ar flowl _a_a capac othet
177. "o!3} 1.00000 }0.00000 0.25000 0. 0.
i_8, =ol0B theta vract bract amos apse volts RrpOW plcl plr5
179. =o10/ 490, _, 0,021 16._ 48,8 0,9_5 15.5 2.10 0.0000
180, =0109 pumpl xnopow veil vel_ wract g rl oxflw atlas
181, -o1382 2.16 13.0 0,16 0.01 50, 0.958 1.}13 0.019
174. =oI05 nora5 xk etae eta ptz xh xout drac
175. =o106 6 4. 0,20000 0,07000 0.I0000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
176, =oi17 ar flowl _a capac other
177, =o133 1.00o00 40.00000 0.25000 0. 0,
178. -o108 theta vract hract amos apsq volts _rpow pIcl plrl
17q, =o107 _90. 5. 0.028 21.0 65.1 0,937 20.5 3.55 0.0000
180. "oi00 pU_pl xnepow yell ve_ wract _rl oxflw alf_s
181. =o158 3,69 16.2 0,22 0.01 57. 0.958 1.751 0,019
181" =oi05217_, noc_s xk eta_ eta _tz xfn xout _rac
175. =oi05 5 5, D.20000 0.07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.10000 IS,25000
176. =o137 ar flowl _a_a cedar other
177. -o133 1.00000 50.00000 0.25000 o. 0.
178, =o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts grpow plot _Iri
170. =oi07 _90. 6, 0.035 27,q el._ 0.92O 25._ 6.93 0.0000
180. =o109 pumpl xnepow ve11 velg wract _rl ox flw atlas
181, =o1582 7.21 15.9 0.27 0,01 8_. 0.958 2.188 0.019181,
17_. =oi05 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175, =oi06 G 6, 0,20000 0,07000 0.1O000 1.00000 0.1O0O0 15.25000
175, =o157 ar flowl _a_a capac othet
177. =o135 1.00000 60,00000 0.25000 o. 0.
178. =oi08 theta vract hract amos apsq volts Zrpow plcl plrl
179. =o107 490. 8. 0.042 52,8 97,7 0.920 50.2 11.98 0.0000
180. =ol0g pumoI xnepow yell ve1_ wract Krl oxflw alfas
iBl. =o158 12._5 15.5 0.35 0.01 1o0. 0.958 2.626 0.019
181. 2
17_. =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175, =o106 6 7, 0.20000 0.07000 0.I0000 1.00000 0,I0000 15.25000
176. =oi17 ar flowl K_a capac othet
177. =o153 5.OOOOO 70,00000 0.25000 O. O.
178. =o108 theta vract hract amos apso volts zrpow ptcl plrl
179. =oi07 490. 9. 0.0_9 38.3 ii_.0 0.912 5_.9 19.03 0,0000
180. =oi09 pumpl xnepow veI] velK wract grl oxflw alfas
181. =o158 19,78 11.6 0,38 0.02 i17, 0.958 3.064 0.019
181. 2
17_. -oi05 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =oi06 6 8. 0,20000 0.07000 0.I0000 1.00000 O,IOO00 15,25000
176. =o137 ar flowl R_a capac othet
177. =o133 1.00000 80.00000 0.25000 O. O.
177. -break 177.
199. +ready s_art(O)105. -[121 10
i06. =[122 0.200 0.00 0,070 1.17 0.15 0.27_
I07. =1122 I0.0 O.l 1.0 0.I0 1.55 o,1
108. -I12) 20.0 0.0297 0.0188 0.01_ 1.0
109. =t12_ 0.20 24.0 15.25 .050 14.
Ii0. =_125 0.o o,o 0.0
17_. =oi05 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =o105 7 1, 0.20000 0.07000 0.10000 LO0000 D.lo000 15.25000
176. =o137 ar flowl z_a ¢aaac othet
177. =o155 1.00000 i0,00000 0.I0000 0. 0.
theta vract bract amos apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
490. i. 0.005 5.5 16.3 0.962 5.3 0.29 0.0000
17_. =o108
179. =oi07
160. =o109 pump) xnepow veil velg wract grI oxflw alfas
181.181"==°lie 2 0.29 4,9 0.05 0,00 17. 0.958 0.k58 0.019
17_. -oi05 nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac
175. =o106 7 2. 0.20000 0.07000 0,10000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
176. =oI_7 ar flowl g_a capac other
177. =o133 1.OOO00 20.00000 0.10000 O. O.
178. =o108 theta vract hract _ps aasq volts Krpow plcl plrl
179. =oi07 k90, I. 0,006 I0,9 52.6 0.953 lO.h 1.80 0.0000
180. =o109 pumpl xnepow Yell velg wract grl oxflw alfas
131. =o1382 1.81 8.5 0.11 0,00 33. 0,958 0.875 0.019181, =
17k, =olO5 nocas xk etae eta ptz x]n xout dra¢
17S, =oi06 7 3, 0.20000 0.07000 0,10000 1.00000 0.I0000 15.25000
176. =o137 ar flowl gala capac other
177. =oi_3 1.00000 30.00000 0.i0000 O.
178. =o108 theta vract hract &mps apsq volts xrpow olc plrl
173. =oi07 _90. 2 . 0.008 16._ 48.8 0.945 15,5 5.2_ 0.0000
180. =ol0g
_umoI xnePow yell vel_ wract _rt oxflw aIFas
181.181.==°1582 5,30 9,_ 0.16 0.01 50. 0.958 1._i) O,Olq
174. =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175, =o106 7 _. 0.20000 0.07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
176. =o137 ar f]owl _a capac othet
177, =o133 1,00000 40.00O00 0.i0000 0. 0.
178. =o10_ theta vract hract amps apsq volts Krpow plcl plrl
179. "o107 h90. 2. 0.011 21.9 55.1 0,937 20.5 8.88 0.0000
180. =o109 pump) xnepow yell velg wract grl oxflw alfas
181.181"='°1382 9.02 g,9 0.22 0.01 67. 0.958 1.751 0.019
174. -ol05 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =o106 7 5. 0.20000 0.07000 0.I0000 2.00000 0,10000 55.25000
176. =oi_7 ar flowl _a_a capac other
177. =o133 1,00000 50.00000 O.10000 0, 0,
178, =o108 theta vract hract amos _psq votts Krpow plcl plrl
179. =o107 _90, 3. 0.014 27.4 81,_ 0.929 25._ 1/.34 0.0000
180. =o109 Dumpl xnepow veil veIR wract _rl oxF1w alfas






















CALCULATED RESULTS - MOVING BED FUEL CELL
l/Z. -o129 power output negative
172. "oi29 power output negative
172. -o129 power output negative
172. "o129 power output negative
172. -o129 power output negaLlve
197. -stop
199. +ready _lOS =1121 lO s art(O)
lOG. =1122 O.20O 0.00 0.O7O 1.17 0.I5 O.278
107. "1122 10.0 0.1 1.0 0.10 1.55 0.00
103. "1123 2o.o o.0297 0.o188 0.01_ 1.0
109. =;124 0.20 2_.0 15.20 .050 1_.
1IO. -1125 0.0 0.0 0.0
I7_, -o100 nocas xk etae eta Otz xin _nut drac
170. =olOB 7 1. 0.200OO O.O7OOO O.1OOOO 1.00000 O.1O0OO 15.20000
I76. -oi37 ar Flow1 _a ca_ac o,het
177. =o133 1.00000 IO.OO000 O.05OOO O. O.
178. =o100 theta vract bract amps apsa volts _r_w p'cl plrl
17_. -o107 _90. _. 0.001 5.5 1_._ _._2 5._ O.S_ 0.0000
lS0. -o109 pumpl xneDow veil veI_ wract _rl oxflw alfas
181.181" :o1382 O.58 _.6 O.OS 0.00 17. O.958 0._8 0.019
17_. =o10S nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
................................. _;_ ..... _............]7G. =o137 ar flow1 gama c oth_t
177. =o133 1,00000 20.00000 0,00000 O. 0,
178. =o108 theta vract bract amps apsG volts _rDow pl¢l plrl
179. =o107 _90. i, 0.003 I0,9 12.0 0.953 glO.k! 3,59 0.0000180. "o109 pumpl xneDow yell velg wract r oxflw alfas
181. =ol}8 3.61 6,2 0oll 0,00 ]}. 0.958 0.875 0.019
1_1. :o10S2
170. _cas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. -o106 7 3° 0.20O00 0.07000 0.10000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
ar flow1 othet170. =o137 g_a capac
177, =o133 1.00000 30.00000 0.05000 0. 0.
173. =o108 theta vract bract amps aps_ volt5 grpow plcl olrl
i7_, =o107 k90, ]. 0,00_ 16._ _8.0 0.bS 15,5 10,k8 0,0000
180. =o109 pump1 xnepow veil velg wract grl oxflw _tfas
181,181"==°1382 10.5_ 3.1 0,16 0,01 S0. 0.958 1.313 0.019
i72. -o12g po_er o_tput ne_atlve
171. -_12_ _ow_ _t_u_ ne_at(ve
172. =o129 power outpu_ negative
171. =o129 power output negative
172. =o129 cower output negative
172o =o129 cower output negative
171. "o12_ _er output negative
197. "stop
start(O)
105. *t_y IO 7
106. -1122 0.200 0.00 0.070 1.17 0.15 0,27_
10_. =1122 10.0 0.1 1.0 0.10 1.50 O.Ol
191. =112} 20.0 0,0297 0.0188 O,01k 1,0
109. =iI2k 0,20 2_.0 15.25 .000 lk.
110. =1125 0,0 0,o 0.0
17_. =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz x[n xout drac
17_. =o106 7 1. 0.20000 0.07000 0.10000 1,00000 0,10000 15.25000
178. "o137 ar flow1 x_a Capac other
177, =o1_} 1,00000 10.00000 0.01000 0. o.
170. -o108 theta vract hrect amDs aps_ volts _rpow plcl olrl
179. =o107 _90. 0. 0,000 5,5 16.5 0.962 5,_ 2,88 O.O000
180. =o109 pumpl xne_ow yell velg wract Krl oxflw alfas
181,181.='°1_82 2.$9 1*9 0,00 0.00 17. 0.958 0._8 0.01g
172. =olZ9 power ou_out _e¢at(ve
172. "o129 Dowe_ output negative
172. =o129 Power output neEatlve
170. =o129 power output negative
172. =o129 Power output negative
I)0. =o12_ Do_er output negatlve
172. =o129 power output negative
172° =o129 power output negative




100, -i122 .100 0.oo 0.070 1.17 0.15 0.278
107. =inz 10.0 0.1 1.0 o.10 1.55 1.o
100. =i123 20.0 0,0297 0.0188 O.01k 1,0
i00. =i12_ 0.20 2_,0 15,25 0,050 i_.0
110. =1125 0.0 0,0 0.0
172. =o129 power output ne_atIve
172. =o129 power output negative
171. =o129 power output negative
172. =o129 Dower output neKatlve
172. =o129 power output negative
172. =o129 power output negative
172, =o129 power output negative
172. =o120 power output neKatIve
172. =o129 power output negatlv_
172. =o129 power output neRatlve
197. =stop
199. +ready s_art(O)100. -I1_1 Io
106. =1122 °_00 0.00 0,070 1,17 0.15 0.278
I07. =1122 10.0 .I0 1.o o.10 1,05 1.0
108. =1125 20,0 *0297 .0188 0,1_ 1.0
log. =112_ .20 2_.0 15.25 .050 _,0
110. -i125 o.o o._ _.o
17U, =o105 _cas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =o106 9 I. 0.3O000 0,07000 0,10000 1.00000 0,10000 15.25000
ITG. =o137 ar flow1 ga_a c_pac othet
177, =o13) 1,00000 I0.00000 1,0000fl 0, 0.
17a. =olOS thet. vract bract _ps apsq vol_s _r_w plot p_rl
179. =o107 80G]. 183. 1,00k lSg.) 47k.0 0.628 100ol 0.11 0.0000
180. =oi09 pumpl xnepow yell vel_ wract _rl oxflw alfas
181.191'2°1082 0.12 99.9 0,05 0.07 27S. O.ggO 12.792 0,019
17_. =o105 nocas x_: etae eta ptz xln xout _r_c
175. =o106 D 2. 0.30000 0.07000 O.IO000 I.O0000 0,I0000 15.25000
17_° =o1$7 ar flowl Ka_ capac other
177, =o15$ i.ooooo 20,00000 1.0ooo0 0. 0,
178. =o103 theta vract bract amps apsq volis _rpow plcl plrl
17% =o107 _0G_. _67. 2.000 _10.6 0_8.1 0._87 12_.2 0._7 0.0000
i:I0. =olOq pumpl xnepo_ v_l 1 vel K wract Krl oxflw alfas
111.18]"_olSg 2 0._9 122.5 0,Ii O.ig 551, O.h_O 2S.kgS 0.019
17W. =oi_5 _CBS _k etae eta otz x_n xout drac
175. =olh$ i _, 0.3000O 0,07000 0.10000 1,00000 0,I0000 15.2500fl
17g. =o137 _r flo,,1 _ capac othet
1.0oooo 3o.noooo 1.ooooo177. =_15} 0. 0.
1_m =_I0_ theta vrnct hract _ps apsq volts £rpnw plcl plrl
_oio7 _), 550. 3.010 _Tl._ _22,I _,_s 60.) l.Ol o.00oo
17_i'_0. =oi09 pumpl xnecow veil vel_ wract _rl oxflw _Ifas
]31. =o133 i.I_ Gg.0 0.15 0.21 826, O.hkO 38.227 o,01q
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APPENDIX 11-4 (Cont'd)
CALCULATED RESULTS - MOVING BED FUEL CELL
172. -o129 power output negative
172. =o129 power output neEatlve
172. =o120 power output ne_atlve
172. =o129 power Output ne_atlve
172. =o120 power output ne_atlve
172. =o120 power output ne_atlve
172. =o120 power output negatlve
172. =o120 power OUtput negatlve
172. =o120 power output ne_atlve
172. =o120 power output ne_atlve
172, =o120 power output negative
172. =o129 power output negative
172. =o120 power output negative
172. -o129 power output ne_atlve
172. _o128 power output negative
172. =o120 power output negatlve
172. =o129 power output negatlve
197. =stop
199. +ready start(O)
i08. -i121 I0 10
100. =I122 O.2O0 0.00
I07. =i122 10. 0.2
100. =i123 2O. .O297
09.0
0.070 1.17 0.15 0.278
1.0 0.1 1.55 1.0
.0160 .019 1.0
15.25 .050 19.109. =i120 0.20
llO. =I125 0.0 0.0 0.0
170. -oi03 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =oi06 i0 I. 0.20000 0,07000 0,20000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
176. =o137 ar flowl gala capac other
177. =o133 1.00000 10.00000 1.00000 0. 0.
170. =o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts Krpow pi¢I plrl
179. =o107 990. 5. 0.029 10.9 89.6 0.053 10.4 0.03 O.OOO0
100. =o100 pump] xnepow vell velg wract Krl oxflw alfas
181. =o130 0.03 10.4 0.08 0.00 17. 0.920 0.075 0.019
181. :01082174. nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =oi06 I0 2. 0.20000 0.07000 0.20000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
176. =o157 ar flowl _amma capac other
177. =o135 1.00000 20.00000 1.00000 O. 0.
170. =oi08 theta vract hract amps apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
179, =oi07 690, 11. 0.058 21.9 65.1 0.937 20.5 0.19 0.0000
180. -o109 pumpl xnepow yell velg wract grl oxflw alfas
181. =o1382 0.21 20.9 0.11 0.01 33. 0.920 1.751 0.019181.
174. =o105 noc xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac
175. =oi06 _ 3. 0.20000 0.07000 0.20000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
175. =o137 ar flowl gamma copac other
177..o153 1.00000 80.00000 1.00000 O. O.
178. =ol0g theta vract hract afnps apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
179. =oi07 990. 16. 0.080 32.0 97.7 0.920 30.2 0.05 0,0000
100. =o109 pumpl xnepow yell velg wract grl o xflw alfas
101. -o138 0.61 29.5 0.16 0.01 80. 0.920 2.626 0.019
101. 2
176. =o105 nocas x_ etae eta ptz xln xout drac175. =o106 10 . 0.20000 0.07000 0.20000 1.00000 0.10000 15,25000
176. =o137 ar flowl _a_a caPac other
177. =o153 1.00000 40,00000 1.00000 O. O.
176. =oi08 theta vract bract amps apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
170. -oi07 490. 21. 0.117 43.6 I_0.3 0.90_ 39.8 0.09 0.0000
100. =oi00 pumpl xnepow Yell velg wract grl oxflw alfas
101. -o138 1.03 38.3 0.22 0.02 07. 0.920 3.501 0.010
101. 2
174. =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac
178. =o106 I0 5. 0.20000 0.07000 0.20000 1.00000 0.I0000 15.28000
176. =ol37 ar flowl Kamma capac other
177. =o133 1.00000 50.00000 1.00000 0. 0.
178. =o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
400. 27. 0.106 50.7 162.0 0.887 40.5 1.73 0._000179. =o107
100. =o109 pumpl xnepow vell velg wract grl oxflw alfas
101. =o138 2.01 46.2 0.27 0.02 84. 0.020 9.377 0.019
181. =01052174. nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
176. =o100 I0 6. 0.20000 0.07000 0.20000 1,00000 0.I0000 15.25000
176. =o137 ar flowl Ka_na capac other
177. oo133 1.00000 60.00000 1,00000 0. 0.
178. =o108 theta vract bract amps apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
170. -o107 _90. 32. 0.178 65.7 195.6 0.870 57.1 3.00 0.0000
100. =o100 pumpl xnepow yell velg wract grl oxflw alfas
181. =o138 3.47 55,1 0.58 0.03 100. 0.020 8.252 0.019
181, 2
176. -oi05 nocas xk etae eta ptz xIn xout drac
175. =o106 I0 7. 0.20000 0.07000 0.20000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
170. =o137 ar flowl gamma capac othet
177. =o13} 1.00000 70.00000 1.00000 0. 0.
178. =o100 theta vract hract amps apsq volts _rpow plcl plrl
179. =o107 890. 37. 0.204 76.6 228.0 0.854 55.9 6.78 0.0000
alfas
pumpl xnepow yell vel_ wract _rl oxflw




170. =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
170. =oi00 i0 6. 0.20000 0.07000 0.20000 1.00000 0.I0000 13.25000
176. =o137 ar flowl _a_a capac other
177. =o133 1.00000 00.00000 1.00000 O. O.
170. =o108 theta vract bract amps apsq volts grpow plc1 plrl
179. =o107 690. 03. 0.236 87.5 260.5 0.897 71.} 7.10 0.0000
wract grl oxflw alfas
136. 0.920 7.003 0.019180. -o100 pump] xnepow yell velK
181. =o158 8.23 65,6 0.44 0.06
181. "°1052
174. nocas x_ etae eta ptz xln xout drac
170. -o100 I0 . 0.20000 0.07000 0,20000 1.00000 0.10000 15.28000
176. =o137 ar flow1 ga_mna capac other
177. =o133 1.00000 00.00000 1.00000 0. 0.
176. =o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
179. =o107 _90. 48. 0.265 90.5 298.1 0.021 00.8 I0.Ii 0.0000
100. =o109 pump] xnepow yell velg wract grl oxflw alfas
181. =o1302 11.72 67.0 0.89 0.04 151. 0.920 7.876 0.019
101. =
174. -0105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =o106 I0 I0. 0.20000 0,07000 0.20000 1,00000 0.I0000 15.25000
176. =o137 ar flowl gamma capac othet
177. -o133 1.00000 I00.00000 1.00000 O. O.
178. =o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
179. =o107 490. 53. 0.292 I09.4 825.7 0.804 88.0 13.07 0.0000
180. =oi09 pumpl xnepow yell velg wract grl oxflw alfas






































APPENDIX 11-4 (Cont 'd)
CALCULATED RESULTS - MOVING BED FUEL CELT,
197. "stop
199. +ready start(O]
105. =1121 10 11
I06. =]120 0.200 0,00 0.070 1.17 0,10 0.278
I07, -1122 20.0 0.2 1.0 0.1 1.55 1.0
108, -1123 20. *0297 .0188 .01_ 1,o
lO9. -]12k 0.20 29.o 19.25 .o50 |_.o
ii0. -1125 0.0 0.0 0.0
17_. -oi05 nocas xk
etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. -o106 11 1, 0.20000 0,07000 0.20000 1.00000 0.10000 15,20000
176. -o137 ar flow1 capa¢ other
177. =o13t 1.00000 20.00000 gamma
1.0oooo 0. _.178. =o100 theta vract hract amps apsq volts _rpow plc plrl
179. =o107 kgo. 13. 0.073 27.k al.k 0.929 25.k 0.34 0.0000
180. =o109 pumpl xnepow yell velg wract grl oxftw alfas
181.181"=o1302 0.38 25,0 0.14 0o01 k2. 0.920 2.188 0.010
17_. -o105 noeas xk etae eta Dtz xln xout drac
175. =o106 II 2. 0_0000 0.07000 0.20000 1.00000 0.10000 15.00000
176, -o137 flowI g_a cepac othet
177. =o133 1.00000 50.00000 1.00000 0.
178. -o108 theta vract hract _ps apsq volts grpow plc plrl
179. -o107 _90. 27. 0.1_0 5W.7 152.8 0.887 48.5 1.73 0.0000
180. =o100 pumpl xnepow Yell velg wract grl oxflw alfas
101. -o1382 2.01 k6.2 0.27 0.02 8_. 0.920 k.377 0.019
181.
17_. -o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =o106 11 3. 0.20000 0.07000 0.20000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
176. "o137 ar fl_l gamma capac othet
177. "o133 1.00000 75.00000 1,00000 0. _.178. =o108 ,hera vract hract _ps apsq volts grpow plc plrl
179. -o107 k90. 90. 0.219 82.1 24b.2 0.8k6 69._ 9.85 0.0000
180. =o100 pum01 xnepow veil velg wract grl oxflw alfas
181. =o138 6.78 61.k 0.kl 0.0k 125. 0.920 6.560 0.019
181. 2
17_. -o105 _cas xk
etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =o106 11 h. 0.20000 0.07000 0.20000 1.00000 O.10000 15.25000
176, =o137 ar flowl gamma capac othet
177. -o139 1.oooo0 lOO.0000o 1.ooo00 o. o.
178. =o108 theta vract bract _ps apsq volts grpow vlcl pirl
179. =o107 490. 53. 0.292 109._ 325,7 0.804 88.0 13,87 0,0000
180, -o109 pumpl xnepow yell ve)g wract grl oxflw aJfas
181. =o130 16,07 69.1 0.55 0.05 167, 0.920 8.75_ 0.019
181. 2
17_. -o105 _cas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. -o106 11 5. 0.20000 0.07000 0.20000 1.00000 0.10000 19.25000
176. "o137 ar flowl K_a capac othet
177. "o133 1.00000 125.00000 1.00000 O. 0,
78, =o108 theta vrect hract _ps apsq volts Rrpow plc plrl
i
79. "o107 kg0. 67. 0.365136.8 _07.1 0.763 I0_.9 27.09 0.0000
180. =o109 pump1 xnepow yell velg wract KKI oxflw alfas
181. "o138 31.39 67,k 0.68 0,06 009. 0.920 10.9_2 0.019
181+ 2
174. -oi00 notes xk
etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =o106 11 6. 0.20000 0.07000 0.20000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
17_. -o137 _r flow1 genoa eapac other
177. -o133 1.ooooo 150.o0000 l.OOOOO o. 0.
178. =o108 ,hera vract hract amps apsq volts grDow picl pit1
179. -o107 _90. 80, 0._38 16k.l k88.5 0.721 118.3 h6.81 0.0000
180. =o109 pumpl xneoow veil velg wract grl oxflw alfas
181. -o138 5_.2k 5k.5 0.82 0.07 251. 0.920 13.130 0.019
181. 2
17_. =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xIn xout drac
175. -o106 11 7. 0.20000 0.07000 0.20000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
176. -o137 ar ftowZ _a_a capac other
177. -o133 1.O0000 175.00000 1.00000 O. o.
178. =o108 there vract hract a_lps apsq volts grpow plc1 plrl
179. =oi07 _90. 03. 0.511 191.5 569.9 0.680 190.1 7_,33 0.0000
180. IOI09 pumpl xnepow vell vetg wract _rl oxflw alfas
180. =break 180.
199. +ready start(0)
105. =i121 20 13
10G. =[122 0.200 0.00 0.070 1.17 0.15 0.278
107. =[122 10. ,40 1.0 .1 1,50 1,0
108. =[123 20. .0297 .0188 .01k 1.0
i09. =I124 .20 2h,O 15.25 ,050 I_,
110. =1125 0.0 0,o 0.o
17_. -o105 nocas xk etee eta ptz xln xout drac
175. "o106 13 1. 0.20000 0.07000 0.i00O0 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
176. =o137 ar flowl g_a capac other
177. "o133 1.00000 10.00000 1.00000 0.
178. -o108 theta vract bract _ps apsq volts _rpow plc plrl
179. =o107 hg0. 6. 0.032 21.9 65,1 0.937 20.5 0.03 0,0o0o
180. =o109 pumpl xnenow veil vel K wract grl oxflw alfas
181. o1382181. : 0.0_ 20.5 0.05 0.0] 17. 0.851 1.751 0.019
17_. -o100 _cas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drae
175. =o106 13 2. 0.20000 0.07000 O,kO000 1.00000 0.10000 15,25000
176. "o137 ar flow1 gala Capac othet
177. =o133 I,O0000 20,00000 1.00000 O. O.
170. "o108 ,hera vract hract amps apsq volts _rDow plcl plrl
kgo. 12. 0.063 k3.0 188.9 0.90_ 39.0 0.29 0,0000179. -o107
180. "oi09 pumpl xneDow vell velg wract 0.851_r1 oxflw alfas
181.I81" ='°1}82 0.23 39,3 0+11 0.02 35, 3.501 0.019
17_. -o105 notes xk etee eta ptz xln xout drac
175. "o100 19 3. 0.20000 0.07000 O._O000 1.00000 0,10000 15,25000
170. "o137 ar flow1 gamma capac other
177. -o113 1.00o0o 30.00000 1.00ooo O, o.
178. -o100 there vract bract _ps apsq volts grpow plci plrl
179. "o107 _90. 17, 0,095 65,7 190,_ 0.870 57.1 0.63 o,oo00
180, -olO0 pumpl xnepow veil velg wract o.0518rl oxflw alfas181. =olt8 0,69 56.3 0.16 0,03 0o. 5.252 0.0]9
181. :o105217_. nocas xk etae eta vtz xin xout drac
175. -o106 13 4. 0.20000 0.07000 O._0000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
176+ "o197 ar flow1 other
177. =o138 1.00000 _0.00000 _amma capac1.00000 o. o.
178. "o108 ,hera vract hract amps apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
179. =o107 _90. 23. 0.126 07.5 260.5 0.837 73.3 1.35 0.0000
180. -ol09 pump1 xnepow vell ve%g wract grl oxflw alfes
181.181" .'°1302 1._9 71.S 0.22 0.0_ 67. 0.001 7.009 O,01g
17_. "ol05 notes xk etae eta ptz xln xout dr_c
175. "ol00 11 5. 0.20000 0.07OO0 0._0000 1.00000 0.10000 15.20000
176, =o137 ar flow1 gamma cap&c other
177, "o113 1.00000 50.00000 1.00000 o. o.
178. "o108 theta vract hract amps apsq volts grpow p1¢1 01rl
179. =o107 490. 29. 0.158109.h 325.7 0.80k 988.01 2.h3 0.00o018o. -olo0 pumpl xnepow veil velg wrect • oxflw a]fas
181. =o1382 2.70 B_.0 0.27 0,05 8_. 0.85I 8.75_ 0,019181. -
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APPENDIX II-4 (Cont'd)
CALCULATED RESULTS - MOVING BED FUEL CELL
1/_. =o105 notes xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac
I75. =o106 13 6. 0.20000 0.07000 0._0000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
176. =o137 ar f]owl _a_a cap_c othet
177. =o13t 1.POOP0 60,00000 1.00000 O. O.
178. =o108 there vract bract amps apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
179. =oi07 k90. 35. 0.189 131,3 390,0 0.771 i01,2 3.00 0.0000
180, =o109 pump1 xnepow yell velg wract Krl oxftw alfas
IBl. =o138 3.47 97.1 0.13 0.06 100. 0.851 10.50_ 0.019
181, 2
174, =oi05 notes xk etae eta ptz xIn xout drac
175. -o106 i} 7. 0.20000 0.07000 0.40000 1.00000 0.I0000 15.25000
ar flowl gala capet other176. =oi17
177. =o131 1,00000 70,00000 1.00000 O_rpo w _.178. =oi0_ thetB vract hract amps apsq volts plc plrl
179. =o107 490. 40. 0,221 105.2 405.0 0.738 113.0 4.76 0,0000
180. =o109 pumpl xnepow vel] velg wract get oxflw alfas
181. =o130 5.01 106,5 0,]8 0.07 117. 0.S61 12.255 0,019
181. 2
174. =oi05 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =oi06 13 8. 0.20000 0.07000 0._0000 1.00000 0.i0000 10.25000
176. =o137 ar flowl gala capac other
177. =o113 1,00000 80.00000 1.00000 O. _.175. =o108 theta react bract amps apsq volts grpow plc plrZ
179. =oi07 490. 46. 0,252 175.1 521,1 0.704 123.3 7.10 0.0000
180. =o109 pumpl xnepow well velg wract grl oxflw atlas
i91.181'=oi182 8.2] 11].6 0.44 0.00 134. 0.851 14.006 0.019
17=_. "o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. -ol0G I) 9. 0.200O0 0.07000 0.40000 1.00000 0,10000 15,25000
170. =o137 ar flowl Ra_a cap&c othet
177, =o133 1.00000 90.00000 1.00000 0. 0,
178. =o108 there react bract amps _psq vo]ts grpow plcl plrl
179. =o107 490. 52, 0.284 197.0 586.2 0.071 132.2 i0.ii 0,0000
130. =oi09 pumpl xnepow vell velg wract gel oxfTw aires
181. =o116 ii,72 118.4 0,49 0.0q 101. 0,051 15.757 0.019
181, =oi052174, nocas xk " etae
eta ptz Ix n xout drec175. =olD6 13 10. 0 20000 0.07000 0.40000 1 00000 0.10000 15.20000
175. =o137 _r flowl g_a capac other
177, =o131 1.00000 I00.00000 i.oo00o o.
17_. =oi08 there vract bract amps apsq volts grpow plcl °" plrl
179. =oi07 490. ep 58. 0.315 218.8 651,} 0,618 119.6 13.87 0.0000
100. =o109 pump] xn ow ve]] veIK wract gel oxflw atfas
18I. =o139 16.07 110,7 0.50 0.10 167. 0,851 17.507 0.019
181.
174, =oi052 notes xk
etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =o106 13 ii. 0.20000 0.07000 0.40000 1.00000 0.I0000 15.25000
176. =o137 ar flowl g_a capac other
177. =o113 i.ooo0o IIO.OOOO0 l. OOO00 0. o.
178, m0108 thetm vract hract amps apsq volts grpow p]cl pie1
179. =oi07 bgo. po63. 0.047 240.7 716._ 0.605 145.6 18.46 0.0000
180. =ol0g pumpl xne w yell velg wract gel oxflw alfas
181. =o1382 21.39 120,4 0.60 0.II 184. 0.801 19.208 0.010181.
174. =oi05 noc_ xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =oi06 12, 0 20000 0.07000 0.k0000 i+00000 0.10000 15.20000
176. =o137 _r flowl g_a
cadet other
177. =o133 1.00000 120.00000 1.00000 O. O.
178. =o108 theta vract heact _ps apsq volts grDow plcl plrl
79. =o107 490. 69. 0.378 260.6 781.6 0.572 150.1 23.97 0,0000179. =break 179.
199.... _. _t(o_I05. =1111 20
i05. =I122 0.200 0.00 0.070 1.17 0.15 0.278
107. =1122 IO. .4 I.O .I0 1.55 i.o
io8. =[123 0, .o04 .o42 ,o14 1.0
1o9. =I12_ ,2 24. 15.20 .050 14.
11o. =]125 o.0 o.o o.o
174. =oi05 noc_ xk etae eta ptz xln xout dr_c
170. =oi06 I. 0,20000 0.07000 g0.40000 1.00000 0,I0000 15.25000176. =o137 ar flowl emma capac other
177. =o133 1.00000 10,00000 1,00000 O. O.
178. =oi08 there react hract amps apsq volts grpow plcl plrl
179. =o107 490. 6. 0.032 21.9 65.I 0.937 20.5 0.00 0.0000
180. -oi09 pumpl xnepow vell velg wract grl oxflw alfas
181. =o158 0.01 20.5 0,00 0.01 17, 0.801 ].751 0.064
181. _o1052
174. nocas xk etae eta ptz x[n xout drac
175. =oi06 la 2. 0.20000 0.07000 0.40000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
176. =o137 ar flowl ga_a capet other
177. =o131 1.00000 20.00000 1.00000 o. o.
178. =oi08 there vract hract _ps aosq volts grpow plcl plrl
179. =oi07
490. _2, 0,063 40,8 130.3 0.90_ 3_.5 0.02 0.0000
180. =ol0g pumpl xnepo veil velg wract r oxflw alfas
181. o13820 _ 0.0h 39.5 0.Ii 0.02 3_. 0.851 3.501 0.064
174. =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac
175. =o106 18 ). 0.20000 0.07000 0,40000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
181. :oi052
17_. notes xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
176.175"=o137"°I00 18 3. 0_0ooo flowl0"07000 g_a0'40000 capacl'00000 other0.I0000 15.25000
177. =oi)3 I+00000 30,00000 1.00000 O. O.
178. =o108 theta react hract amps apsq volts Krpow p1¢1 plrl
179. =o107 k90. ep 17. 0.090 60.7 190.4 0.870 57.1 0.06 0.0000
10o. -olO9 pumpl xn ow vell veTg wract Eel oxflw alfas
181. =o138 0.12 57.0 0.16 0.03 50. 0.801 5.252 0.06_
lel. _o1052
174. noc_ xk etae eta ptz xIn xout drac
175. =oi06 4. 0.20000 0.07000 0.40000 1.00000 0.i0000 15.25000
176. =oI_7 ar flowl ga_a capet other177. =o153
1.0oooo 40.00000 1.o0ooo O_rpo w o.178. =oI08 there vract hrect _ps apsq volts plct pfrl
179. =o107 490, 23. 0,126 87.S 260.5 0.837 73.) o.I_ 0.oo0o
180. =oi09 pumpl xnepow vell velg wract gel oxflw 81fas
181. -o138 0.28 73.0 0.22 0.04 67. 0.851 7,003 0,064
1e1. = 2
174, =o105 nocas xk etae eta ptz xin xout drac
175. =o106 18 0. 0.20000 0.07000 0.40000 1.00000 0.10000 15.25000
176. =o137 ar flowl g_a capac other
177. =oi13
1.00000 S0.00000 I.O0000 0_rpo w _.178. =o108 tbeta vract bract amps apsq volts plc plrl
179. =ol07 400. 29. 0.108 109._ 325.7 0.804 88.0 0.20 0.0000180. =ol09
pumpl xnepow velt velg wract grl OXFIW alfas
181. o1382: 0.02 87.4 0,27 0_0_ 04. 0.851 8.754 0.064
174. =o105 cocas xk etae eta ptz xln xout drac
175. =ol06 18 6. 0,20000 O.02000 O,4O0OO 1.00000 O.10000 15.25000
176, =o137 ar flow1 g_a capac other
177. =o133 1.00ooo 60.00000 1.00000 Oo o.
178. =o108 theta vract hract amps _psq volts grpow plcl plrl






















































































































TARGET EFFICIENCY - MOVING BED CELL














































SLURRY FUEL CELL MODEL THREE (MECHANICAL)
Ratio Collector area/total area impacted
Current, amps
Current Density, ma/cm 2
Print Control Variable
Capacitance Farads/gm Catalyst (External)
Capacitance Farads/gm (Calculated)
Initial Value of Cell Diameter, cm
Increment in Cell Diameter
Catalyst Agglomerate Radius, cm
Impeller Diameter, cm
Increment in Impeller Diameter
Electrolyte Density, gm/cm 3





Open Circuit Cell Voltage, volts
Cell Height, cm
Target Efficiency (External Input)
Target Efficiency (Calculated)
Increment in Cell Height
Initial Value of Cell Height, cm
Gross Power, watts
Impeller Height, cm
Increment in Impeller Height
Initial Value Impeller Height
Maximum Iteration. Index
Power Number, dimensionless
Catalyst Loading, gm/cm 3




























































Collector Wire Diameter, cm
Iteration Number (Floating Point)
Dimensionless Parameter in Lagmuir and Bladget Equation

























































C slurry fuel cell -model three (m_,ch_nical)
Odimension rps(30) , theta(30 ) ,xtm(30),_r_p(30) ,amps(30) ,sfsn(30) ,vol t
is(30) ,_rpow(30) ,rec(50) ,phi (30) ,plos(30) ,xnepow(30) ,qr_H(30) ,dmp(3
40),hlnp(30),ce]d(30),ah] (30),yell (30)
5 print 155
read i01, jmax, km_x, lmax,mplax, nlqex, code
read 102,etaa, etae, garaal, as, ptz,dif]m, eta
read 103,dens,viso, rho, thk, caPac, ez#rn




c cEs units throuzhout
do 199 j=l, jrlaX
xj=j
drnp(j )=dmpo* (I. O+dde] * (x j-I. O) )
do 199 k =l,kmax
xk=k
hmp(k) =hmpo* (i. O+h'del* (xk-I. 0) )
I do igg l=l,]max
xl=l
25 ce Id (I)=celdo* ( 1. O+cde1* (xI-1. O) )
170 4o 109 F]=l,F]max
Xm=[q
26 gh](m)=ghlo*(l.0+F_de]*(xm-l.0))
90 do 198 n=l, nmax
xn=n
rps(n) = rpso* ( i. O+rdel* (xn-1. O) )
c power _enerator




























































































































SLURRY FUEL CELL - MODEL THREE (MECHANICAL)
176 beth=8.0*xkapa
a] eph=aloglO (beth)




4. O*drnp(j ) ) )**2
if (diflm-l.0) 12s 12, 13
12 xtrn(n) = 1. O+t irnkl* theta(n)* exp( 72. L_6*etae)
go to 131
130xtm(n)=72.46* (eta-etae)*8.25e-6/di f ]m+timkl*theta(n)*exp(72.46*eta
4e)+1.0
131 amp(n) =0. 0138*capak*qrad (n)*garna*as* ptz
arnps (n) =arnp(n)*a log (xtm(n))
afsq(n)=amps(n)/(3.1416*ce]d(])*hrnp(k))
volts (n)=ezero-(etae+etaa+afsq (n)*rho)
grpow(n)=vo] ts (n)*arnps (n)
afsq (n)=afsq (n)*lO00.0
c power loss calculations
rec(n)=dens*rps (n)*drnp(j)**2/viss
if (rec(n)-20. O) 135,135,140
135 phi(n)=70.O/rec(n)**1.183
go to 161
140 if (rec(n)-lO00. O) lh 1,141, 150
141 phi(n)=4.0
go to 161







23 do 195 n=l,nmax
i f (n-nrnax) 21, 17, 17
21 I f (xnepow(n)) 195, 19 5, 22
22 de ] n=xnepow (n+ 1)-xnepow (n)
if(de]n) 17, 17,195
17 nm=n
x nrn = nrn
195 continue
do 199 n=l, nrn
if (xnepow(n)) 199,199,16
16 if (code) 19,19, 18
18 print 115






190prI nt 106,dmp(j), hrnp(k), ceId ( ] ), gh ] (rn), theta(n), rps (n), amps (n), vol
4 ts (n), p]os (n), xnepow (n)
199 continue






4f10.5e 3xs f 10.5)
1070format (5x, f 10.2,'_xo flO. 5_3xs f 10.2t 3x, f 10.5, 3xt flO. 2,3xe f 10.2, 3x, fl
40.So3xoflO.2)
1080forrnat (104h qrad theta amps volts
4 grpow afsq p]os xnePow )
109 forrnat(19h calculated results)
1150forrnat (69h dmp hrnp celd y.h ]
4 xnrn rps)
110 format (4x, fk. 1, 7x, f_.l, 3 (Sx, f4.1), kx, flO. 5)
155 format(141,38xe43hslurry fuel ce]] -model three (mechanlcaI))
s top
end
Input Data _See Program)


















Input Data (See Program)
i i i 1 30 -I
0.0 0.200 0.00
1.514 0.014 0.153




























Diameter, Height, Diameter, Height,












5.1 I0.0 5.4 15.2 11.1957
5.1 10.0 5.4 15.2 2.4779
5.1 iO.O 5.4 15.2 1.0687
5.1 10.0 5.4 15.2 0.5968
5.1 i0.0 5.4 15.2 0.3026
5.1 lO.O 5.4 15.2 0.2674
5.1 I0.0 5.4 15.2 0.1982
5.1 I0.0 5.4 15.2 0.1553
5.1 I0.0 5.4 15.2 0.1225
5.1 10.0 5.4 15.2 0.1004
5. I i0.0 5.4 15.2 O. 0840
5.1 10'.0 5.4 15.2 0.0714
5.1 I0.0 5.4 15.2 0.0616
5.1 I0.0 5.4 15.2 0.0537





















































































Input Data (See ProKram }
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APPENDIX 111-2 (CONT'D)
SLURRY FUEL CELL - MODEL THREE (MECHANICAL)
O. 0 O. 200 O. O0 O. 752 O. I00 0. O0
I. 514 O. 014 O. 153 O. 050 O. 0 i. 17
i. O0 i0. O0 8.64 9. O0 15.24




Diameter, Height, Diameter, Height, Speed,
cm cm cm_____ ¢m _ rps
8.G i0.0 9.0 15.2 9.7386 3.00000
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 1.6530 4.00000
8.6 10.0 9.0 15,2 0.6683 5.00000
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 0.3644 6.00000
8.0 I0.0 9.0 15.2 0.2315 7.00000
8.6 I0.0 9.0 15.2 O. 1614 8.00000
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 0.1107 9.00000
Input Data _See Program)
0.0 0.200 0.00 0.752 0.100 0.00 0.07
1.514 O.Olh 0.153 0.050 0.0 1.17
i. O0 I0. O0 6.64 7. O0 15.24
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0188 3.00 0.001
Impeller Cell
Diameter, Height, Diameter, Height, Speed,
cm cm cm cm @r, sec rps
6.6 I0.0 7.0 15.2 7. 2519 4. 00000
6.6 10.0 7.0 15.2 1. 7106 5.00000
G.G I0.0 7.0 15.2 O. 7557 6. 00000
6.G 10.0 7.0 15.2 0.4283 7.00000
6.6 I0.0 7.0 15.2 0,2776 8,00000
6.6 10.0 7.0 15.2 O. 1057 9. 00000
G . G I0.0 7.0 15.2 0. 1461 10. O0000
6.6 i0.0 7.0 15.2 0. 1137 Ii. O000O
6 . 6 10 .0 7.0 15 . 2 0 . 0914 12 .00000
6.6 I0.0 7.0 15.2 0. 0753 13. 00000
6.6 I0.0 7.0 15.2 O. 0532 ll_. 00000
Input Data (See ProRram )
O, 0 0. 200 O. O0 O. 752 O. I00
I. 514 0. 014 0. 153 0.050 O. 0
1. O0 I0. O0 10.10 10.52 15.24













Diameter, Height, @ Speed,
cm cm r, sec rps
10.5 15.2 0.4414 5.00000
10.5 15.2 0.2584 6.00000
10.5 15.2 0.1714 7.00000
10.5 15.2 0.1230 8.00000
Cell Parasitic Net Power
Current, Voltage, Loss, Output,
amps volts Watts__
35.36934 0.95086 11.80890 21.82241
141.99605 0.89316 27.99148 98.83404
269.61724 0.82410 54.47085 167.5215g
398.18618 0.75453 94.47123 205.97270
519.02117 0.68914 150.01681 207.66371
628.66567 0.62981 223.93180 172.00998




































Cell Parasitic Net Power
Voltage, Loss, Output,





















SLURRY FUEL CELL - MODEL THREE (MECHANICAL)
0.00 0.752 O.lOO 0.00
0. 153 0. 050 O. 0 I. 17





Diameter, Height, @ Speed,
cm cm r, sec rps
15.1 15.2 14.0729 2.00000
13.1 15.2 1.4493 3.00000
13.1 15.2 0.5311 4.00000
13.1 15.2 0.2792 5.nO000
input Data (See Program)
O. 0 0. 200 O. O0 O. 752 0. I00
I. 514 O. 014 0. 153 O. 050 0.0
1.00 10.00 15.25 15.00 15.25





Diameter. Height Diameter, Height,
cm cm am am Or, sec
15.2 I0.0 15.6 15.2 4.6519
15.2 I0.0 15.6 15.2 0.8661
15.2 I0.0 15.5 15.2 0.3647
Input Data (See Program)
O. 0 O. 200 O. O0 O. 752 O. i00 O. O0
I. 514 O. 014 O. 153 O. 050 O. 0 I. 17
I. O0 I0. O0 7.64 8. O0 15.24
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0188 3.00 0.0005
Input Data (See Program)
0.0 0.200 0.00 0.752 O. 100
I. 514 0.014 O. 153 O. 050 O. 0
1.00 I0.00 15.25 15.GO 15.25










































































SLURRY FUEL CELL - MODEL THREE (MECP_NICAL)
Input Data (See Program)
0.0 0.175 0.00 0.752 0.I00
1.514 0.014 0.155 0.050 0.0
1.00 I0.00 8.64 9.00 15.24





Diameter, Height, Diameter, Height,
cm cm cm cm _r. sec
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 9.7386
8.G 10.0 9.0 15.2 1.6530
8.6 lff. O 9.0 15.2 0.6683
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 0.3644
Input Data (See Program}
0.0 0.250 0. O0 O. 752 0. I00 0.00
1. 510 0.0 14 0. 153 0. 050 0.0 1.17
I. O0 I0.00 8.6,4 9. O0 15.24
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0188 3.0 0.001
Impeller Cell
Diameter, Height, Diameter, Height,
cm cm cm cm Or, sec
8.6 I0.0 9.0 15.2 9.2386
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 1.65)0
8.0 I0.0 9.0 15.2 0.6683
Cell Parasitic Net Power
Speed, Current, Voltage, Loss, Output,
rps _ volts Watts watts/cm
3.00000 17.66721 0.98544 11.80890 5.60105
4.00000 51.10772 0.90103 27.99148 30.79006
5.00000 102.16477 0.93972 54.57065 41.33502







Input Data (See Program)
0.0 0.300 0.00 0.752 0.I00
i. 514 0. 014 0. 153 0. 050 0.0
I. O0 I0. O0 0.64 9. O0 15.24






Diameter, }{eight. Diameter, Height,
cm cm cm cm @r, sec




Input Data (See Program)
O. 0 O. 200 O. 00 O. 752 O. I00
1.514 0.014 0.153 0.050 0.0
i. 00 5. 000 8.64 9.00 I0.04





Diameter, Height, Disa_eter, Height,
___cm cm cm cm @r, sec
8.C 5.0 9.0 I0.0 12.8315
8.6 5.0 9.0 I0.0 2.1780
8.0 5.0 9.0 I0.0 0.8806
8.6 5.0 9.0 I0.0 0.4802





























SLURRY FUEL CELL - MODEL THREE (MECNANICAL)
Input Data (See Program>
0.0 0.185 0.00 0.752
I. 514 0.014 0. 153 0. 050 O. 0
i .00 5 . COO 8 . 64 9 .00 I0 . 04




Input Data (See Program>
0. 0 0.185 0.00 0. 752 0. 100 0.00
1.514 0.014 0.153 0.050 0.0 1.17
1.00 10.00 8.64 9.00 15.24
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0188 3.0 0.001
Impe i let Ce II
Diameter, Height, Diameter, Height,
¢m cm cm cm _r, sec
8.6 I0.0 0.0 15.2 9.7386
8.{{ 10.0 9.0 15.2 1.6530
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 0.6683
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 0.3644
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 0.2315



















0. 0 0.225 0. 00 0. 752 0. 100
1.514 0.014 0.153 0.050 0.0
1.00 i0.00 3.G4 9.00 15.24





Diameter, Height, Dia_ter, Height, Speed, Current,
cm cm cm cm _r, sec rps amps
3.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 9.7386 3.00000 72.72174
,1.6 i!}.0 9._J 15.2 1.6530 4.00000 317.11908
3.8 I0.0 9.0 15.2 0.6683 5.00000 844.81943
_.C It,O 9.0 15.2 0.3644 G.00080 013.00946
Input Data (See Program)
0. 0 0. 200 0.00 0. 752 0. 200
I. 514 O. 014 6. 153 O. 050 0. C
i. !)0 10. O0 g. 64 9.00 15.24
I.(; 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
O.O1Sg 3.0 0.001
Impeller Cell
Diameter, Height, Disme ter, Height, @
cm cm cm cm r, sec
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 54.9845
[_. 0 lil.{} _. 0 15.2 3. 1494
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 1.0336
C.G 10.0 9.0 15.2 0.5148































0.3967 _ 94.47123 307.51245














































SLURRY FUEL CELL - MODEL THREE (MECHANICAL)
Input Data (See Program)
0.0 0.200 0.00 0.752 0.300 0.00
1.514 0.014 0.153 0.050 0.0 1.17
1.00 10.00 8.0_ 9.00 15.24
1.0 0.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0188 3.0 0.001
Impeller Cell
Diameter, Height, Diameter, Height,
cm cm cm cm
8.0 i0.0 9.0 15.2 !0. i000
8.6 I0.0 9.0 15.2 2.00UU
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 0.842_


















Diameter, Height, Diameter_ Height,
cm cm cm cm
8.6 I0.0 9.0 15.2 5.9335
8.G I0.0 9.0 15.2 1.7033
8.6 i0.0 9.0 15.2 0.8028
8.G I0.0 9.0 15.2 0.4682
Cell Parasitic Net Power
Voltage, Loss, Output,
Volts Watts watts/cm
Input Data (See Program)
0.0 0.200 0.00 0.752 0.05
1.514 0.014 0.153 0.050 0.0
I. O0 I0. O0 8.64 9. O0 15.24
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0188 3.0 0.001
Impeller Cell
Diameter, Height, Diameter, Height,
cm cm cm cm
8.6 I0.0 9.0 15.2 6.3989
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 1.3388
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 0.5740
8.6 I0.0 9.0 15.2 0.3220
8.6 10.0 9.0 15.2 0.2080



























Cell Parasitic Net Power
Speed, Current, Voltage, Loss, Output,
rps amps Volts Watts watts/cm
5.00000 211.41945 0.85560 54.67085 126.21869
6.00000 555.52230 0.66959 94.47123 277.59133
7.00000 952.71173 0.45446 150.01681 282.95575










EFFECT OF IMPELLER DIAMETER ON POWER OUTPUT
! !
Impeller Height: i0.0 cm Z = 0.i gm/cm 3
Cell Height: 5.25 cm Dp = 20





























































EFFECT OF IMPELLER DIAMETER ON PEAK POWER SPEED
I I I I
I I I I
4 8 12 16
Impeller Diameter, cm
20
!- 66 - m
APPENDIX IV-I
mn
CATHODE CHAMBER MASS TRANSPORT N
ANALYSIS CATHODE MEDIATOR FUEL CELL
!
The mass transport analysis of the cathode chamber of the mediator fuel
cell is analogeous to that encountered in other solub_ fuel or redox couple systems.
The oxidized mediator is transported to the cathode chamber with the flowing elec- •
trolyte. It diffuses to the catalytic cathode where it is reduced, and the reduced
mm
mediator couple then diffuses back to the bulk electrolyte to be transported out of
the chamber for re-oxidation. The solution developed in this analysiscassumes that
two zones exist in the chamber, a diffusion boundry zone of thickness _ and a plug •
flow region of thickness b. The approach then is to solve for the concentration at
u
x=o from which the required electrode surface concentrations may be calculated. This
is illustrated in Figure IV-I. N
Figure IV-I m
Cathode Chamber Mass Transport Model
N + _ NRz
x=o x=b ___/
/ / NRx _ [ _ NRx n
_ NRx + _---_
-----Nox N |
_r'//_ _ N Rz
_I"/_ # _ 0 =°xidized species I




















In the forced convection mass transport zone the liquid velocity is assumed
to be uniform (plug flow). Thus, a material balance on the oxidized and reduced
species is
_No_____xx+_Noy _Noz
_x _y + _---_
= 0
_)NRx _N R _NRz
_----f-+-_-y +-_- :o
but no diffusion or reaction is occurring in the y direction so that




The flux equations in the x and directions may now be written:
(iV-l)
(IV-2)
For The X Direction
ox:-_0o_.+x[_ox+_]
NRx - C Dr ox (IV-3a)
For the Z Direction
N = - C D + X +NRzOZ O _Z OZ
NRz - C D t _z + Y oz
_zJ
(IV-3b)
where C is the total molar concentration and X and Y are the appropriate mole frac-
tions. It it is assumed that mass transport in the Z direction occurs by convection
only, while transport in the x direction occurs solely by diffusion, Equation IV-3
can be simplified to yield
N = - C Do_ N = - C Dr
__!Y
ox ' Rx dx
(IV-4)
N = C X_ N = CYV z
oz • Rz
(The Equations for the reduced speciesare identical and will not be carried beyond
this point. However, they will be used in the final _c calculation)
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Vz _z - DO _x 2
(Iv-5)
which must be solved for the following boundry conditions:
z = o o<x<b X = X
O
N
_o o_o<z<L x = o
(IV-5a)
The latter boundary condition aasumes a constant flux at the edge of the mass transport
boundary layer. Equation IV-5 can be solved using the method of Pigford. The resulting
equation for change in mole fraction.*
[Nox ] [_D Z] 2
X_Xo=L=_oJ[___=o]




x x:o__ojx=o o CD O
Applying the mean value theorem, the average concentration at the edge of the
boundry layer is
X -X 2 o (iv-7)




tCxl )2F o x=o o '
I
and -N = -- ) yieldsox 2F
(iv-8)
or o - o 2FD
X=O O
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The concentration of oxidized species at the electrode can be determined
I by substituting Equation IV-8 into IV-9,
l _°xj_° _oxJo_[ ° _\T} (_-_o_
Similarly the reduced species concentration at the electrode can be calculated,
I Id[ 2 "_Drh (IV-11)
I The altered sign is due to the flux direction. Inserting these concentrations into
Equation 24, Section IV, gives the electrode polarization
i + 2FDr[Crd l + 3_ v z/j
RT Ln - o (IV-12)
-_-oL-oxlo _\ "z /j
in terms of concentration, velocity and boundry layer thickness. Since D o is






The solution to the boundry value problem required to establish the concen-
tration boundry thickness is given inBird Steward and Lightfoot, "Transport
Phenomena", pages 605 to 608. Their solution for the case of no chemical reaction
in the boundry film is
I
_H = where # is the
(iv-13)
Concentration boundry layer thickness and _is the hydrodynamic boundary layer
thickness. Using the hydrodynamic boundry layer equation in Schlichting "Boundary-
layer Theor#'the concentration boundry layer thickness for use in Equation IV-12 is
(cgs units)
(IV-14)




_= 0,347 #_h_½ _)i/3 (iv-15)
Incorporating the_ value into Equation IV-12 and introducing a more convenient set
































current density iteration index
case number
anode polarization, volts
flow rate step size (cm3/sec/cell)
cathode chamber thickness, cm
cathode chamber width, cm
cathode chamber height, cm
catholyte viscosity, poise
catholyte density, gm/cm 3
mediator diffusivit_ cm2/sec
current density step size, ma/cm 2
cell temperature, °C
matrix thickness, cm (not used)
matrix resistance, ohm cm 2
mediator concentration moles/it
fraction of oxidized mediator at inlet to cell
catholyte velocity, cm/sec
current density, ma/cm 2
limiting current density, ma/cm 2
open current cathode polarization, volts
cathode polarization, volts
cell volts, volts













































































































MEDIATOR FUEL CELL - CELL DESIGN
cf program okren4
c mediator fuel cell / part one cell design
Odimension flowl(30),ve11(30),delc(30),alim(30),amps(15,15),anum(15
4, 15), dnum(15, 15), etac(15, 15), etae(15, 15), volts (15, 15), grpow(15, 15)
4 read 5, kount
5 format(79x, i1)
if (kount-1)9, 10,9
9 if (kount-9) 8,190,190
8 print 18
1_ format(23h data card is incorrect)
go to 4
10 read 1,nvell,ncode, ncaseoetaa
read 2,flowsa,wsh,vlss,densedlf




17 format(17h Input data error)
go to 4





c xmol = mois/ht, amps = miliamps/cm2, x mois ox med. / mo]. med,
c t - deg. cent
Oalim(i)=dif*xmo1*xin/(5.18e-6*(delc(i)+l.182*(dif*h/ve11(i))**O.50
4))






















print 173, fIowl(i),(voIts(i,j),j=l, 15)
print 177
print 174, fIowl(i),(grpow(l,j),j=l, 15)
170 format(18h limiting current-, f6.2,7h ma/cm2)




1 format(3i5, flO. 5)
2 format(6f10.5, flO.8)
3 format(6flO.5)
175 format(23h current density ma/cm2)
176 format(20h cell voltage, volts)
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Figure IV-5 I
Performance of Mediator H2-02 Fuel Cell
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I SCRUBBER REGENERATOR DESIGN
MEDIATOR FUEL CELL
!
Part a - Absorption with Instantaneous Chemical Reaction
I The oxygen absorption process occurring in the regenerator unit associated
with the mediator fuel cell is distinguished by the fact that the mediator is under-
! going an instantaneous reaction with the adsorbed oxygen. Thus, the concentration
i distribution of the (mediator) liquid phase reactant influences the overall absorp-tion process especially at the high reactant concentrations (compared to 02) en-
countered in this system. In addition, it was assumed that chemical reduction in
the scrubber could not occur so that this reaction could be considered a "pseudo
I irreversible" reaction. Applying the penetration theory (Danckwert's Model)(*) tothis case yields he following differ ntial equations:
>c
DO -- = . x <
I 2 _x Ot IV-16
gb Ob .
i DM _ = _ x_A IV-16a
where _ is the oxygen penetration depth, c is the oxygen concentration in solution
I and b is the reduced mediator concentration. The model thatassumes under instan-
taneous reaction conditions both oxygen and reduced mediator cannot co-exist so that
the reduced mediator concentration at film thickness less than _ is zero and con-
i versely the oxygen concentration at values of film thickness greater than _ is alsoz o. That is c # o, b = o and c = o, b # . The resulting bounda y co dition are
I t = o c = o b = bo IV-17a
x = o c = ci (the interface concentration) IV-17b
x-->oo b = b o (bulk reduced mediator concentration) IV-17c
I x = _ -½ Do _ = DM _ x and c = o, b = o IV-17d
I Equation IV-17d simply satisfies the reaction stoichiometry at the plane of zero con-
centration. Obviously, the position of the reaction plane changes with time in
I accordance with Equation IV-18.
d_ _ IV-18
I _- -_ _cJ (mass balance)Ix:x
(*) P. V. Danckwerts, Trans. Faraday Soc. 46 (1900) 701.
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Applying the standardapproximationsused in movingboundryproblems
X
C = C L + A 1 erf 2 _D ° t
IV-19
X
b = b o A2 erf 2 D_Mt
IV-19a
differentiating with respect to t and inserting the result into Equation IV-18
yields;







AI, A 2 and _ are all integrating constants which can be evaluated by using boundry
conditions IV-17d and Equation IV-18. Inserting these constants into Equations IV-19
and 19a, one obtains the instantaneous absorption rate
= _xci D°z
X=O
The C i (Doz/_t) ½ term is the physical absorption rate, so that the increased ab-
sorption is simply proportional to (erf_-/Do) -I The final constant _may be





I c exp o M exp -_
2 err _o erfc_ D-_M
IV-20
Considerable simplification is possible since the value of bo/z C i is quite large
since the solubility of 02 in KOH is quite small. Under these conditions, the
N. J. Sing (*) approximation applies, N
i_ _ _ erf _ exp (¢ + _--°_)----'__I




and DM are not too dissimilar (as in this case) substitution in Equation IV-20
_D_°- + and
rf = --
_D M C i
*R. A. J. O. N. J. Sing, dissertation, Delft 1957.
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the ratio of reaction enhancedabsorption rate to physical absorption is simply.
kL i + Ci /
kL o _ IV-21
Furthermore, if one assumes that the liquid phase diffusivities of 02 and the
mediator are identical this reduces to




the average absorption rate is simply
N = kl° [2bo + Ci]
O
where k L is the film coefficient for physical absorption.
IV-22





The procedure used to calculate the scrubber dimensions follows that
proposed by Astarita* to evaluate the nature of the controlling process (physical
or chemical absorption) since this can change along the length of the scrubber as
the reaction proceeds. Furthermore, in applying Equation IV-22 to packed bed de-
sign, the gas phase resistance cannot always be neglected because the liquid side
coefficients are greatly enhanced by the existence of the chemical reaction. Thus,
the first step, in the scrubber analysis is evaluation of the conditions for the
shift from "reaction" to physical absorption control. If kg is the gas-phase mass
transport coefficient (partial pressure inits) and P is the tot_ pressure at a
given interface, the absorption rate is given by
I (2bo +N = kg (ey-HCi) = ke Ci)
O
IV-23
where y is the mole fraction of 02, H is the Henry's law constant for 02 in the elec-
trolyte (atm-cm3/g mole). Examination of Equation IV-23 indicates that when
k Py_2k_ bo the reaction plane is located somewhere within the liquid phase (inner
r_action controlling). If kgPy<2k_ bo, the reaction takes place at the gas liquid
interface, and the interface-concentration of the mediator (b) drops to zero. This
latter region is called the "Surface reaction" controlled region. Using these
conditions it is now possible to design the required packed bed scrubber. In the
following analysis, a co-current system was assumed for ease of phase separation
under zero "g" conditions. However, both co-current and counter-current systems
were analyzed and the difference in number of transfer units was found to be slight.
*Astarita, G., "Mass Transfer with Chemical Reaction" Elsevier Publishing Co., 1967,
N. Y.
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Turningto the packedtower shownin Figure 16 (Section IV) one canwrite
the material balanceequations for the various zones
SurfaceControl: Gy-GtYt = 2LM [b-br] IV-24a
Inner Control: GbYb-Gt = 2LM _b-b] IV-24b
OverallGbYbGtYt=2LM[bbbt] IV24c
where b represents the2mole fraction of reduced mediator, and G represents the gas
flow in g-moles/set cm . At the point of transition between inner and surface con-
troll the mole fraction of oxygen in the _as stream is
2KL° [b] M
[Y] = Kg [FJ _v-_5
and the reduced mediator concentration at the transition zone can be shown to be
LM \2LM
IV-26
Hg = G/kga P and H L = LM/MK2a
provided we assume that the tower operates at a constant gas velocity.
inner reaction zone,
For the
d(o) = d(2L M (bb-b) = KL°a (2bM + Ci)dh
IV-27






Integrating Equation IV-27 and re-arranging terms one proceeds to solve for the
inner zone scrubber height,
[_ HOL _I Ln
h i = LMP b +




















remembering that [b] is given by Equation IV-26° The height of the surface reaction
zone is then readily determined,
h
s
L M d b b b 2LMb b




and the total lower height is simply h i + h s. The total cross-section is selected
to set the liquid velocity at 60% of flooding velocity.
Pumping losses were determined using empirical equations for packed towers
and scrubber weight was calculated from the weight of packing, liquid hold-up and



































MEDIATOR FUEL CELL - COMPLETE DESIGN
Same as in IV-2 plus the following
scrubber inlet pressure, atm
weight percent KOH
stoichiometric ratio (02 )
mole fraction 02 entering
cell pressure, atm
Heny's law content, atm cm3/gm mole
packing sufface area percent volume ft2/ft 3
void fraction
packing effectiveness factor, ft
packing density ib/ft 3








net power output, kw
number of cells
mole fraction reduced mediator leaving scrubber
mole fraction reduced mediator entering scrubber
gas density, gm/cm 3
flooding factor, dimensionless
2
tower cross sectional area per cell, cm
2
molar gas flow at exit, gm moles/ cm sec
molar gas flow at inlet gm moles/cm2/sec
molar liquid flow rate, gm moles/cm 2 sec
weight rate of flow, liquid or a gas respectively, gm/sec
height of atransfer unit,liquid and gas respectively, cm



































scrubber height, inner zone, cm
scrubber height, surface zone, cm




parasitic power loss in scrubber
cell Reynolds number
cell friction factor
cell parasitic power loss, watts
total parasitic losses/watts
option code gas recirculation
output suppression code
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MEDIATOR FUEL CELL COMPLETE DESIGN
amps(i, j)=O.O
volts(i,j)=O.O
grpow( i, j )=0.0
toth(i,j)=O.O
wracl(i, j )=0.0








caIcu]ations per cell unti] statement 100
xtm=dens*1000.0-132. O*xmo]
xmo] l=xmt* (wtp/56.0+(1. O-wtp)/18. O) +xmo ]
btop= (1. O-xi n)*xmo |/xmo] 1
do 160 i=l, nveI]
xi=i
f]owl(i )=flow*xi
ve]] =f ]owl(i )/(a-w)
de]c=O. 347* (di f*dens/vi ss)**O. 333* (vi ss*h/(dens*ve] ]))**0.50
c xmo] = mo]es/|t, amps = ma/cm**2, x = mo|es ox. med/mols med.,
c t = deg. cent.
a ] im(i )=di f*xmoI*xi n/(5.18e-6, (de]c+1. 182, (di f*h/vel ] )**0.50) )
do 150 j=l, ncode
xj=j
amps ( i, j )=amp*xj
de] ta=a] |m( i)-amps( i,j )
if(de] ta) 150,150, 21
210anum=l. 0+5. iSe-6*amps( i, j )/(di f*xrno 1, (I. O-xi n) )* (de] c+l. 182, (di f*h
4/ve] ])**0.50)
Odnum=l. 0-5.18e-6*amps(i, j)/(di f*xmo l*xi n)* (de] c+1. 182, (d if*h/ve] I)
4**0.50)
etac=4. 293e-5- (t+273.0)*a ]og(anum/dnum)
etao=O. 2 774- (0. O001*t+k. 29 3e-5, (t+273. O)*a Iog(xl n/(1. O-xi n) ))
etae=etac+etao
tvo] t= i. 249* (I. 0-0. 0008-t)
vo]ts (i, j )=tvo ]t-(etaa+etae+O. O01*rho*amps ( i, j ) )
grpow( i, j )=amps (i, j)*vo | ts (|, j )*h*w*O. 001
c column area calculation - 60 per cent fIoodin_: velocity
gpr ime=8.33e-8, (ar-O. 50)*amps (i, j)*h*w
deng=O. 39*pb/(273. O+t)
ratio=f 1owl(i )*dens/gpr ime* (deng/dens)**O. 50
if (ra tio-O. 01) 60, 60, 61
60 phi=0.25
go to 70
61 if (ratio-0. I)62,62,63
62 phi =0. 055/ratio**O. 356
go to 70
63 i f (ratio-1. O) 64,64,65
64 phi =0. 021/ratlo**O. 7_
go to 70
c no data beyond ratio = 10 assume follows same curve
65 phi=O. 020/ratio**l. 15
700area= 1.29e-2- (gpr i me**2. O*aharo*vi ss**O. 20/(eps**3. O*dens*deng*phi
4))**0.50
gbtm=ar*amps ( i, j)*O. O01*h*w/(h. 0*96500. O,area)




























































MEDIATOR FUEL CELL COMPLETE DESIGN
xlm=flowl(i)*xmo11*O.OOl/area
bbtm=xmo1/xmo11*(l.O+h*w*amps(i,j)/(2.0*96500.O*flow1(i)*xmol))





































































































































































xlbpkw( i, j )=xauw(i, j)/(xnepow*O. 001)
xnpow ( i, j )= xnepow*O. 001
150 continue
print 171, totvoltoncasesetao
if (ntral)87o 87t 86
86 ncode= 1
87 i f (noput-1) 88o 88e 89
88 print 161e(flowl(i)0volts(ioj)ej=lencode)
print 162e (al im(i ) eamps (i o j ), j=le ncode)
print 165t (f lowl(i ) t grpow( 1 e j ) o j=lo ncode)
161, t (f lowl(i )• toth( i, j), j=l, ncode)
165• (f lowl(i ) •wracl( I • j ) • ]= 1, ncode)
165• (f lowl(i ) •wpecl(i • j), j=l, ncode)
166• (f lowl(i ) • xauw(i • j) • j=l• ncode)
167• (f lowl(i ) • xnpow(i • j) • j=l, ncode)











































(f 1owl(i ), xlbpkw(i, ] ), j=l, ncode)
(flowl(i) ,wracl(i, j), j=l, ncode)











format (6f 10.5, flO. 7)
format (6f 10.5)
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